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House passes Student receives award
anti-abortion Lambert-Neidigh wins accolades, money for poetry
legislation
Heather Cvengros
The BC News

JimAbrams
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Abortion opponents claimed victory
Wednesday as the House passed
a bill to ban a specific kind of
late-term abortion.
"This is the key pro-life vote of
the 104th Congress," Rep. Bob
Dor-nan. R-Calif., said following
the 288-139 vote to make it a
felony for doctors to perform
"partial-birth" abortions.
Abortion rights supporters
were equally concerned that a
ban on the procedure, thought to
occur only several hundred times
a year, would have larger ramifications.
"We are really not talking here
today about a procedure," said
John Bryant, D-Texas. "We are
talking about Roe vs. Wade and
about the right of a woman and
her ability to have children in the
future."
Passage of the legislation,
sponsored by Rep. Charles Canady, R-Fla., marked the first time
since that 1973 Supreme Court
decision protecting abortion
rights that Congress has moved
to prohibit a specific abortion
procedure.
The bill faces a tougher road in

the Senate, although Democratic
leader Sen. Tom Daschle of South
Dakota said he suspects there is
"a significant degree of support"
there for the legislation.
At the White House, spokesman Mike McCurry said President Clinton was "concerned that
any legislative language protect
both the life and the health of the
mother."
The procedure, as described by
supporters of the ban, involves
the doctor pulling the baby by the
legs through the birth canal until
only the head remains inside the
womb, then sticking a scissors in
the skull and sucking out the
brains so the head can pass out of
the body.
Rep. Henry Hyde, R-Ill., a leading abortion opponent, described
it as a "macabre, gruesome,
Auschwitz-like operation."
Opponents argued that the
procedure is used only in secondand third-trimester pregnancies
where the life of the mother is in
danger or severe fetal abnormalities are found. They also said
the fetus usually dies from
anesthesia administered to the
mother before the procedure begins.
See ABORTION, page five.

A University graduate student
won second place in the seventh
annual Rainmaker Awards in
Poetry competition.
Paula Lambert-Neidigh was
honored for her poem titled "The
Model T."
Lambert-Neidigh said she was
thrilled because three of her
poems, including "The Model T"
were selected for publication.
" "The Model T is a poem I
wrote for my father-in-law,"
Lambert-Neidigh said. "It has
sentimental connection, so I was
very happy it was chosen."
"The Model T" is about an aging farmer who has more
projects to finish than he has
time to carry out.
More than 2,000 entries were
received, of which 40 were chosen for publication. It was from
those 40 entries that the winners
were selected.
Entries were judged by Malcolm Glass and David Till, Austin
Peay State University professors
of English, and editors of Zone 3,
a non-profit journal published by
the Center for the Creative Arts
atAPSU.
Internationally acclaimed poet
W.D. Snodgrass served as the independent finals judge.
Till said the award is an honorable selection of the best work.
"Recipients should be very
honored because the selection is

made by a poet of very substantial reputation," Till said.
First place received $500, second place, $300 and third place,
$100.
Lambert-Neidigh was also the
1995 winner of the Phoebe Fiction Contest. Her works of fiction
and poetry have been published

Mis dungaree* were that colt, laded blue kind,
the same color, almost, as the Indiana summer sky
and h(s Iraglle white undershirt was so worn
I d seen my lingers through It when I d folded It
the null' before.

I he front was reduced almost

to lace by the thousand tiny holes burned through
by sparks from the grinder, and when he stepped ahead ol me
Into the cathedral darkness, lingers ol light poured (n
through the slatted siding and slashed across the back,
seeming to tear the rest ol It to shreds.

Joe Boyle
A ConRail train struck and
killed a University senior at the
Frazee Avenue railroad crossing
early Wednesday morning.
Jessica S. Mawson, a health
promotion major from Delaware,
Ohio, was hit on the railroad
tracks about 20 feet south of the
crossing shortly before 2 a.m.
The conductor of engine 8068
called 911 at 1:51 a.m. to tell
police the train had hit a pedestrian, according to a police report. When the first police units
arrived at 1:55 a.m., Mawson was
observed to have no injuries to
her lower body, although her
face had "numerous abrasions."
Mawson, who was to graduate

in May, had consumed about "seven beers" during the course of
the evening, according to a
statement made to police by one
of Mawson's friends.
The train, running mixed
freight from Indianapolis to
Marysville, Ohio, was traveling
between 30 and 35 miles per hour
at the time of the accident. The
crew was shuttled off the train to
Kenton, Ohio.
Wood County Coroner Douglas
Hess examined the body
Wednesday morning. He will determine Mawson's blood-alcohol
content during the next several
days, according to police Lt. Tom
Brokamp, who is heading the investigation for the city.
Brokamp said the investigation
has been stalled because the wit-

nesses have been reluctant to
come forward.
"I haven't had a lot of success
yet - the witnesses haven't made
themselves available," he said.
Prior to the incident, the conductor observed two people
"playing chicken" near the site
of the accident. He later identified them as two friends of Mawson's, who denied playing
chicken.
University flags will be flying
at half-staff for Mawson for 24
hours.
Mawson's roommate Shauna
Holton, who was with Mawson
prior to the accident, said she
prefers to remeber Mawson as a
person and not as the victim of an
accident.
"She was very outgoing and

very active," Holton said. "She
worked at the Rec Center and she
was a night janitor at Eppler. She
was very athletic - she lifted
weights, rode her bike and ran."
Holton said she and many of
Hawson's friends wish they
could have one last chance to talk
to her.
"There's a lot of people that
wish they could tell her what a
great person she was," she said.
According to Bowling Green
Police Major Tom Votava, the
police have two roles in the follow-up investigation.
"Our job is to gather information for a criminal violation, if
there was one, and then investigate the safety aspects of
the incident for the future," Votava said.

Under the Stars

TkcBCNiwi

Members of Phi Delta Theta fraternity plan to spend 72 hours out side to bring awareness to and raise money for the homeless.
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From "The Model T," by Paula LamW-N.lJ.sh

Student dies on tracks
The BC News

in Parting Gifts, Aura, and The
Rectangle and Spider. LambertNeidigh was also an editorial assistant for both Birmimgham
Poetry and Mid-American Review.
Lambert-Neidigh said she
learned a lot as an editorial assistant.

"I was able to get a sense of
what was submitted and what
was rejected," she said.
Lambert-Neidigh said competitions are an interesting way to
approach publishing.
"I've made over $800 this year
through my writing, and since I
started submitting material, in
1992, I've earned nearly $2,000,"
she said. "The recognition has
helped me build a strong vitae,
and the extra funds have helped
me through graduate school."
Lambert-Neidigh has written
fiction since age 11.
"I would get pictures in my
head and start writng things
down," she said. "I was really
shy. I had trouble forming words
to speak. Writing was easier - I
could express myself the way I
wanted."
Lambert-Neidigh received her
master's of arts in English at the
University of Alabama at Birmingham and is working on her
master's of fine arts here at the
University's creative writing
program.
Lambert-Neidigh said she is
trying to formulate a thesis for
the spring that will be a collection of short stories She also
wrote a novel that she would like
to see published.
According to Lambert-Neidigh,
if students are seriously interested in writing, they should
leave themselves open to criticism and be willing to "revise,
revise, revise."

AIDS origins
confuse some
Survey reveals
accusations of
black genocide
Paul Raeburn
The Associated Press

SAN DIEGO - A survey of
about 1,000 black church members in five cities found that
more than one-third of them believe the AIDS virus was produced in a germ warfare laboratory as a form of genocide
against blacks.
Another third said they were
"unsure" whether AIDS was
created to kill blacks. That left
only one-third who disputed the
theory.
The findings held firm even
among educated individuals, said
one of the survey's authors, Sandra Crouse Quinn, a health educator at the School of Public
Health at the University of North
Carolina in Chapel Hill.
Rumors that AIDS was created
to kill blacks have circulated in
the black community for years,
and the belief is endorsed by
some black leaders, Quinn said.
But researchers did not realize
how widespread such beliefs
were, she said.
"They don't trust our public
health data," said Quinn, who is
white.
The belief that AIDS is a form
of genocide has serious health
consequences, Quinn said, "If
they believe AIDS is a form of
genocide they are less likely to
get tested, less likely to use con-

doms and less likely to participate in clinical trials."
Although she has not surveyed
whites on the genocide question,
Quinn said, "I think most whites
would say this sounds bizarre."
The wide disparity in world
view between blacks and whites
recalls the racial chasm in the
reaction to the O J. Simpson verdict, she said.
Charles Hamilton, a political
scientist at Columbia University,
agreed.
"You have to put those attitudes in the context of general
disaffection about the effectiveness of the system to deal with
problems," said Hamilton, who is
black.
"We still see this in response to
why drugs are so prevalent in the
black community: 'It's a conspiracy. If it weren't that, police departments would crack down on
it.' "
The Rev. Joseph Lowery,
president of the Southern Chris;
tian Leadership Conference,
cited the Tuskegee experiment
as grounds for cynicism about
government health programs'
From 1932 to 1972, the U.SJ
government withheld treatment
from 399 poor black men with
syphilis in order to study the
consequences.
"It's been documented that the
government did use AfricanAmericans as guinea pigs in this
experiment," Lowery said.
However, Quinn'a study hi
based on survey questions that
were asked in 1990, and Tuweiii
said he believes AIDS education"
among blacks since then has
See AIDS, pas. fl*.
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Mixed messages
causing problems
Balancing the budget - it's constantly been on
everyone's mind since the invention of the GOP's
''Contract for America."
, The Republicans have been campaigning, and saying
that they will balance the budget no matter what. They
are also saying that they are not cutting programs, instead they are cutting increases to programs.
The Democrats have been saying the programs are being cut, not the increases.
It's a nauseating display of party politics.
The News would like Congress, for once, to set aside
the partisan view and think about what is in the best interest of the people in this country.
Our representatives in Congress have the obligation to
be honest and let us know what is really being cut.
They need to communicate with the public in an honest
manner because the public deserves it. It's time for the
bureaucracy to stop, and time for a reality check in
Washington.
Clinton promised a change when he became president,
the Republicans promised change when they took control of Congress.
But what change has really been made?
It's still the same political game, and it is the American
people who are in the dark.
'We, the people, voted for change in 1992 and in 1994.
We voted for a less bureaucratic system, for a better future.
What we've gotten is a system full of men and women
who don't communicate or let us know what's really going on.
Congress needs to stop playing all of the political
games and start solving the problems at hand.
Government officials need to communicate and understand one another. When legislation is passed, and
the two parties use the same information to come up
with totally different answers, there is a problem.
C'mon, the folks in Washington are either cutting programs or they are not. Is it really that difficult to decide
what's going on? Is it that difficult to tell us what's really
happening?
They need to compromise and come up with an answer
that will work for the majority of this country.
' 'But they cannot do that if they continue to talk out of
the side of their mouths. They can't do it if they don't
stop playing the "All I want to do is make the other party
look bad" game.
All The News is asking for is a little honesty, a little
less party politics and some communication.
.Is that too much to ask from Congress?
•We certainly don't think so.
Copyright © 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material
in this publication without permission of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920
and is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in
the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those
of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long.
typed and include the writer's name, phone number and University
affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any and
all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
eirors in stories or photograph descriptions.
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I certainly hope the events I
am about to describe relate to
none of you out there. However,
because this Is probably the case,
a lot of the situation I am about to
describe may seem foreign to
you, so please bear with me.
Imagine spending your whole
adolescent life growing up in a
moderately shabby apartment
complex.
Your father left your mother
before you were bom, hence you
have never met, let alone seen,
your biological father.
Throughout your life your
mother did a fairly good job raising you, especially considering
that she has always worked at
least two jobs at a time for as
long as you can remember.
Because of this, along with the
fact that you are the oldest child,
you have often had to help your
mother raise your two younger
siblings. You've never held particular animosity toward the
chore, however it often cuts into
both your studies as well as you
social life.
Since your school isn't too far
from where you live, you often
walk. It only takes you 10
minutes to get to the school walking, while you'd have to get on
the bus 20 minutes before classes
begin if you wished to ride it.
Much to your mother's appreciation, you use the extra 10 minutes
to help her prepare your two
younger siblings for school since
their classes start later than
yours.

should probably deal with your- trying to expain to her that it's a
self.
food stain that didn't fully come
But by some strange twist of out in the wash, the bell rings.
fate, those guys aren't waiting to The teacher cuts you off, informintercept you on your way to ing you that you're late for class.
school, which is good since you
You quickly walk to your
don't have time to take the alter- locker and put in it your bookbag.
nate route you devised.
You then quickly walk to class as
As you approach your school you hear the morning announceyou can see the 12-foot chain-link ments echoing through the
fence topped by barbed wire that empty halls. The principal is
surrounds the building as well as speaking, talking about how a
the parking lot. As you near the boy who was in your gym class
entrance to the school you give was shot and killed last night.
one of the two stationed police- The announcement saddens you,
men your bookbag so they can but it doesn't really shock you.
search through it for anything
The announcements end right
suspicious. Once you get your as you walk into class. Your
bookbag back you proceed teacher is telling the class how
through the large metal detector they should all try to watch teleand head down the hallway to vision tonight at 7:00 because the
your locker.
President is going to be speaking
As you walk away you hear one on gang violence. Your teacher
of the policemen talking about says that it would do you all good
how the kids like you are always to watch it.
late for classes because you don't
As you move to your seat you
care about school and because think about how funny it is that
you don't have any respect for people who dont even live in the
authority.
inner city like you do are the
As you pass a clock you see ones who are making all of the
that you only have a few minutes important decisions about such
but they always threaten that if left until first period starts. Al- issues.
you don't help them that they'll though it's against school rules
But for some reason, you're not
kill you. You fear that someday you sprint down the hallway, hop- laughing.
they might, but you know there is ing that none of the teachers or
Aaron Weisbrod is the Thursnothing your mother, nor even police officers will see you. Un- day columnist for The News. This
the police for that matter, could fortunately for you though, a column is dedicated to all of
do about it, so you never even teacher does.
those fellow human beings out
mention it to her.
She questions you for well over there who have to spend every
Besides, she has more than a minute about why you were day of their lives living like this:
enough problems of her own to running in the halls, and why Please try to hang in there. Send
deal with, and you know deep your school uniform has a small stuff to aaronw@bgnet.bgsu.edu
down that it's a problem you stain on its collar. While you're orHOWestHall.
What you don't tell your
mother, though, is that there is a
group of guys older than you who
often hassle you on your way to
school. They want you to help
them deliver their drugs, along
with other various packages. You
always refuse and run past them,

aron
yyeisbrod
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Peer politicians debate welfare
Democrats, these are in
that goes by, thousands of welBrian Dicken
fact increases.
fare mothers stay on welfare inCollege Republicans
The Republicans have also
stead of going to work simply beAs Congress has debated the proposed reforming who is eligiAs a presidential candidate. cause they can't afford child
Bill Clinton promised to "end care. We can't afford to hold up budget, many areas of the budget ble for federal assistance prohave been scrutinized by the grams. Under the Republican
welfare as we know it," and so debate on this issue any longer.
Democrats. The Democrats have bill, non-citizens would no longer
far he has done everything
While the Republicans have not resorted to scare tactics, like the be eligible for federal assistance
within his power to keep that
promise. During the past two and been able to agree on a welfare Republicans are going to take programs. Under the Republican
a half years, President Clinton reform plan, some Republicans food out of the mouths of hungry bill, non-citizens wou d no longer
has gone a long way toward have proposed changes in the children, or how a great deal of be eligible for prog am such as
changing the welfare system welfare system that would pun- programs are going to be elim- AFDC, food stamps, Medlcaid,
ish children of welfare recipients inated. Much of what is being public housing and SSI (Supplethrough executive action.
President Clinton has cut and even force more working done is a reduction in the rate of mental Security Income). The
growth, still increasing the fund- exceptions would be in cases of
through federal red tape in order families to go on welfare.
emergency and those that are
ing each year for programs.
to speed up welfare reform by alpermanent residents who have
lowing 34 states to experiment
House Republicans have proIn these reforms, programs lived in the U.S. for five years
with their welfare systems. As a posed a welfare reform bill
The Democrats claim that
result of this action, 7 million which would eliminate school now held by the federal governwelfare recipients are now being lunch nutritional standards. The ment, will be moved to the states, mothers under the age of 18, who
required to take responsibility Republican proposal would also in the form of block grants. This have children out of wedlock,
for their lives by working, paying cut the Women, Infants, and would eliminate the federal would have their assistance dechild support, staying in school, Children nutritional program, government role of administra- nied. They would still be eligible
or earning paychecks from busi- which lowers infant mortality tor. This will allow the state to for food stamps, Medlcaid, and
nesses which pay them with and saves $3.50 for every dollar determine the best way to handle any other federal programs for
the welfare situation in their which they may qualify. The remoney that would have been spent.
state. For example, four AFDC forms also prohibit increases in
spent on food stamps and welRepublicans in the Senate have programs are being block grant- AFDC benefits for having more
fare.
Congressional Democrats have proposed cutting the Earned In- ed and $15.4 billion will be pro- children while on welfare. It Is
also united behind a welfare re- come Tax Credit, which helps vided annually in fiscal years also Important to know that children born as a result of rape or
form plan. Democratic Senators working families stay off welTom Daschle, John Breaux, and fare. The Republican proposal to •96-2000. The fact Is that pro- Incest are not affected by these
Barbara Mlkulski have intro- eliminate this successful pro- grams are either being in- reforms.
The reforms also call for limits
duced the Work First bill, which gram would raise taxes on 12.4 creased, or are being held at curprovides the child care neces- million taxpayers by as much as rent levels of funding. The Dem- to the amount of time recipients
sary for welfare recipients to $959.00 per year. Working fami- ocrats claim that the School can receive the benefits and also
move from welfare to work. The lies who benefit from the Earned Lunch program and the WIC pro- require work. The Republican
Work First bill also holds state Income Tax Credit might be gram are being eliminated. The plan requires able-bodied recipibureaucracies accountable for forced to go on welfare rather truth is that the School Lunch and ents to work for their benefits;
results and rewards states for than pay the additional tax bur- WIC (Women, Infants, and Chil- this requirement kicks in at two
putting people back to work. Fi- den.
dren) programs, are to have their years. By the year 2003, in 50
nally, the Work First bill also
funding increased by 4.5 percent percent of single AFDC families,
saves money by moving welfare
The Republicans say that they each year for the next five years. at least one parent must work at
recipients to work and not just want welfare recipients to go That Is an increase of 22.5 per- least 30 hours per week in 90
placing additional unfunded back to work, but their proposals cent, not a cut that is being percent of the cases.
mandates on the states.
do not give welfare recipients the claimed. There are 23 federal
It is Important that welfare be
resources they need to become welfare programs. Including fos- used for what It was intended to
ter
care,
adoption
assistance,
and
While the Democrats are work- self sufficient. President Clinton
be used for. The purpose of weling to reform welfare, the Repub- and the Democrats, on the other child abuse prevention, block fare was to give people a steplicans have not been able to find hand, are working toward a plan granted to the states. The fund- ping stone to better themselves
common ground on the issue. In- that would help welfare recipi- ing for these programs Increases and their families. It Is also Imfrom $4.4 billion In FV'96 to $5.6 portant that, when possible, peotraparty bickering by the Repub- ents provide for themselves and
licans has delayed welfare re- truly "end welfare as we know billion In 2000. These are not cuts ple work for what they get. These
or eliminations as claimed by the changes are long over due!
form for too long. Every week it."
Jason Sonenshein
College Democrats
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Americorps accepting applications
Applications are being
accepted for 34 positions
for the AmeriCorps Serving
Northwest Ohio Project.
Locally, during 1996 the
Northwest Americorps
program will assist both the
Children's Resource
Center, Wood Lane and
Wood County Special
Olympics.
Three individuals selected to work at the Children's
Resource Center will work
with youth who have behavioral disabilities to achieve
educational and personal
success.
At Wood lane, one Individual will be assigned to work
with students who have developmental disabilities to
help them become more Independent in the communiOne individual will work
with the Volunteer Coordinator and expand a
"community friend program" for children and
adults. One individual will
work with Wood County
Special Olympics in developing a unified program
for youths and adults. Integrated sports programs will
be established while also
assisting youth and adults
to join existing community
sports program in their
communities.
Americorps is a national
service initiative signed
into law in 1993 by President Clinton. Through
Americorps, individuals of
all ages and backgrounds
"get things done" In communities across the nation.
In return, Americorps
Members receive a living
stipend, health insurance
and child care if needed
during their term of service. At the completion of
service, Americorps Members receive education
awards.
The Americorps positions
with Children's Resource
Center and Wood Lane are
full-time positions and include a living allowance of
$7,945, health insurance,
child care and an education
award of $4,725 to finance
college education or vocational training, or to pay
back student loans.
Applicants must be 18
years of age or older, a U.S.
Citizen or legal resident and
hold a high school diploma
or equivalent.
A year of service as an
Americorps member offers
individuals the opportunity
to make a difference In
their communities, while
also earning an educational
stipend.
For more information, or
to obtain an application for
local positions, contact
Mary Jo Venis of the Children's Resource Center at
352-7588-
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Budget
cussed

impasse

dis-

WASHINGTON - President
Clinton and Republican congressional leaders came face-toface Wednesday to address their
budget impasse, but before they
met, both sides all but dared each
other to trigger an unprecedented federal default.
In his latest threat to force a
halt in federal borrowing that
could prevent the government
from paying its creditors, House
Speaker Newt Gingrich said Wall
Street investors told Republicans
on Wednesday morning that "the
market would shrug it off" if the
government went into default.
"The market would understand
this is not a financial default,"
Gingrich, R-Ga., told reporters.
"This is a political struggle.
There's a huge difference."
Republicans say Congress
won't approve a long-term extension of federal borrowing authority, which is set to expire this
month, unless the president accepts the GOPs seven-year budget-balancing plans. Gingrich
said Republicans were willing to
discuss extending borrowing authority, but only if administration
officials "are willing to be serious" about discussing spending
and tax cuts.
Administration officials and
many economists say that if the
government's $4.9 trillion debt
ceiling were reached, and a firstever federal default occurred,
the results probably would include higher interest rates and a
resounding shock to financial
markets.
Gingrich's remarks drew a
quick response from administration officials, who sounded just as
implacable.
White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said Clinton would
rather have a default than accept
the current Republican budget
plan. The president has promised
to veto the GOP package, which
he says slices Medicare, Medicaid, and other social programs
too deeply and provides too large
a tax cut.
"There's no guarantee that it's
going to work out in the end this
time, given the posture that the
president is in, and the posture
that the Congress is in," McCurry

Smoking linked to
weight

BOSTON - During the 1980s, a
lot of Americans stopped smoking, and a lot of Americans put on
weight. That's not entirely a
coincidence.
A study found that the weight
gain that is almost inevitable
when people give up cigarettes
partly explains the increase in
obesity among Americans during
the '80s.
Nevertheless, the researchers
argue that smokers should not let
the prospect of a few extra
pounds stop them from quitting.
As undesirable as gaining weight
may be, continuing to smoke is
much worse.
"From a health point of view,
you will be better off to give up
smoking in any case, because
smoking is very detrimental to
your health," said Katherine M.
Flegal of the National Center for
Health Statistics, principal author of the report.

IT MAKES GOOD CENTS
TO DONATE PLASMA

Her work was based on a nationwide survey of 5,247 adults
over age 35. It was published in
last Thursday's Issue of the New
England Journal of Medicine.
The survey showed that during
the 1980s, obesity increased 10
percent among men and eight
percent among women.

Transsexuals may have
biological backing

NEWTORK - Men who want to
become women may have key
brain structures that are biologically female already, a small
study of male-to-female transsexuals suggests.
"It might be an explanation for
the fact that those people feel
female although genetically they
are male," said researcher Dr.
DickF. Swaab.
The cause of transsexual ism is
a mystery that scientists have
sought to attribute to psychology
or biology. Experts say the condition is rare, but there are no reliable figures on how common it
la.
Swaab and his colleagues examined brain samples from dead
people. They reported that on
average, the size of a certain
brain structure in six male-tofemale transsexuals was about
the same size as what they found
In women, and smaller than what
they found in gay or heterosexual
men.
Other scientists cautioned that
the result may have been produced by the sex-change treatments the transsexuals went
through.

APPhMo
Leader of the anti-Quebec separatist movement, Daniel Johnson,
reacts at a news conference In
Quebec Tuesday to Quebec Premier Jacques Parlzeau's comments.

Quebec separatists
wants new leader
MONTREAL - Undeterred by
their referendum defeat, Quebec
separatists cleared the way
Wednesday for Lucien Bouchard
- the charismatic leader who rallied a floundering campaign to
the brink of victory - to take over
the provincial government.
Bouchard, who remained coy
about his plans, could breathe
new life into the independence
movement if he leaves his seat in
Parliament to replace outgoing
Quebec Premier Jacques Parizeau. As soon as he learned of
the separatists' narrow loss in
Monday's secession referendum,
Bouchard vowed to launch another breakaway attempt.
At a dramatic news conference
Tuesday, Parizeau, 65, announced
that he would resign next month.
He cited the defeat as the reason,
but he also had come under harsh
criticism from his colleagues for

blaming the loss on non-French
immigrants.
The separatists lost Monday by
50.6 percent to 49.4 percent - just
53,000 votes out of 4.6 million
cast. About 90 percent of
Quebec's immigrants voted
against separation, while 60 percent of the French-speaking
majority voted for it.
La Presse, a French-language
Montreal daily, said pressure on
Bouchard from party militants
was so Intense that he had no
choice but to take over from Parizeau as premier and Parti
Quebecois leader.
Other possible contenders said
they would defer to Bouchard if
he sought the two posts.
"It's the man who can best
serve the cause who should be the
successor," said Deputy Premier
Bernard Landry. "In everyone's
eyes it's Lucien Bouchard."

Wildlife systematically
destroyed
MAPUTO, Mozambique - The
endless bush of Mozambique
screams with silence. It stands
stripped of wildlife by three decades of war and what now is emerging as a vast, systematic
slaughter of animals encouraged
by the armed forces of apartheidera South Africa.
A new judicial inquiry in South
Africa reveals that military and
intelligence units trafficked in
poached ivory and rhino horn to
finance civil wars the regime
fanned in Mozambique, Angola
and Namibia during the 1970s
and 80s.
Although South Africa has long
boasted of leadership in conservation, the evidence suggests
some in the white-minority establishment cared nothing about
slaughtering elephants and rhinoceroses by the thousands in
neighboring nations.
South Africa kept the wars
alive to destabilize hostile blackruled neighbors. The chaos allowed armed factions on all sides
to massacre wildlife for food,
personal profit and war funds.
In Mozambique alone, half a
dozen armies used everything
from assault rifles to aircraft to
slaughter animals. Under the
cover of civil war, 90 percent of
Mozambique's elephants were
butchered.
"This was an open secret," said
Allan Thornton, chairman of the
London-based Environmental Investigation Agency. "Trafficking
during the apartheid era was a
formal or informal policy, at least
on the part of some elements in
the government."
In 1988, the South African
army cleared itself of wrongdoing in an internal inquiry. That
remains the official verdict until
a new, independent commission
appointed by President Nelson
Mandela's government Issues its
report early next year.

Perry
rapes

apologizes

FINAL HOME GAME

BOWLING GREEN VS OHIO

SATURDAY -1:00 - PERRY STADIUM!
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The gang rape of a 12-year-old
girl on Okinawa, allegedly by two
Marines and a Navy seaman who
go on trial next week, has magnified a long-simmering resentment by many in Japan of having
47,000 American troops in their
midst.
In a speech to the Japan
National Press Club dominated
by the Okinawa problem, Perry
paid he was speaking for all
members of the U.S. armed
forces in expressing "my deep
sorrow and anger for this terrible
act" of rape Sept. 4.

for

TOKYO - Hoping to put
U.S.-Japanese defense relations
back on track. Defense Secretary
William Perry apologized profusely to Japan Wednesday for alleged rapes by U.S. servicemen.
He also said that Japan's security
still depends on America.

PLASMA IS NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY!

•

Ancester Honor

At the same time, Perry made a
point of saying Japan still needs
the United States to ensure its security, even though the former
Soviet threat is gone. Therefore
Japan must accept the inconveniences that come with hosting
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troops, he said.

Children get space lesson
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - A
scientist flying on space shuttle
Columbia used candy to teach
youngsters about the difficulty of
mixing things in weightlessness .
on V, :dnesday.
During a half-hour science leason with students In two states,
astronaut Catherine Coleman
shook plastic bags containing up
to SO M&M's and 50 miniature
marshmallows. Unlike on Earth) ,
the heavier M&M's did not sink to
the bottom-all the candies
.
floated randomly inside the bags.
Compiled from staff and wire '
reports.
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■ On the morning of Oct. 26,
someone reported to University
police that the fraternity letters
"ZBT" had been painted on a
rock, a tree and some wooden
steps. Candlewax had also been

dropped on the steps.
■ On Oct. 26, campus police
reported they confronted four
suspicious males carrying three
bicycles and two bike seats. The
bicycles and bike paraphernalia

were then confiscated by police.
■ On Oct. 27, campus police
received a report that a blue
screen tent, worth around $100,
had been stolen from the Union
Oval. The violated tent had been
set up for a pumpkin sale.
■ Early in the morning on Oct.
27, two University policemen
were walking in the cemetery
looking for suspicious persons,
when they came across a person
"laying face down and not moving." According to the police report, the 18-year-old University
student was intoxicated.

Men's chorus takes dip
of the year," chorus secretary
C.C. Snyder said.
The Hot Tub-A-Thon will also
include a sorority contest. The
sorority that donates the most
money will be serenaded by the
chorus.

Shonda Honlglord
The BC News
The University Men's Chorus
will kick off its third annual Hot
Tub-A-Thon this week.
The 50-hour event will begin on
Thursday and run through Saturday in the Union Oval. The men
solicit pledges and then spend 50
hours alternately soaking in the
tub.
"This is our biggest fundraiser

Besides hot tubbing, the chorus
will also sing and sell merchandise in the oval, Snyder said.
The money raised by the Hot
Tub-A-Thon will be used for the

Chorus's week-long Spring Tour
in New York City.
"It's a wonderful opportunity
for the campus to show their
support," said chorus member
Geoff Stephenson. "It's awesome."
If anyone is interested in making a pledge or joining the chorus
they can stop by the oval during
the Hot Tub-A-Thon or call the
Choral Office at 372-9822.

'Jail and Bail' raises money
hour.
"We'll take the requests, ask
for a reason like a bad golf swing
or an ugly tie, and contact the
person," Griffin said. "Then we'll
ask them to tum themselves in at
the jail.
"While they are there they
must call their friends and family to raise bail, and the money is
then donated to the March of
Dimes."
Griffin said the average bail is

Brandon Wray
The BG News
The March of Dimes is giving
citizens the chance to send people to the slammer during the
annual "Jail and Bail" at the
Woodland Mall November 6-10.
According to Ruth Griffin,
community director for the
March of Dimes, people can have
friends, relatives or co-workers
arrested and put in jail for one

If you would like to be a part of the 1996 BGSCJ KEY
yearbook please contact the KEY office at 372-8-86
(10-4), Lindsay Brooke at 372-5000 or Cindy Lowe at
372-8086.

Association for Systems Management
American Civil Liberties Union
Reach Out
Beta Alpha Psl
Recreation Majors Association
Campus Connection
Royal Green
CM Alpha Christian Fellowship
Rugby Club (Men's)
Chinese Club
Soccer Club (Men's)
College Democrats
Society ot Professional Journalists
Economics Club
Step 1
Eta Sigma Delia
Student Development Association
Flying Team
Undergraduate History Society
Jehovah's Witnesses
volleyball Club (Men's and Women's]
Kappa Delta PI
Water Polo (Men's)
Kappa Gamma Beta
was Lutheran Campus Ministry
Kappa MuEpsllon
Young Executives Club

"We'll take the
requests, ask for a
reason like a bad golf
swing or an ugly tie,
and contact the
person."
Ruth Griffin
community director for the March
of Dimes
about $200, and the organization
wants to raise about $12,000 during the five days.
This is the first year for the
"Jail and Bail" in Bowling Green.
The number to request an
"arrest" is 1-800-536-4483.

Awareness kicks off
Darla Warnock
The BG News
With the theme "Because We
Care," national Alcohol
Awareness Month begins today
with a full calendar of prevention activities planned to prove
there is more to care about
than drinking.
Jeanne Wright, health educator at the University Student
Wellness and Prevention
Center, said that the program
of events will allow students to
realize drinking is not the only
option available as a social activity.
"Our mission is to create
awareness and responsibility,"
Wright said. "There are many
social activities that don't
focus on alcohol."
Many of the activities
planned by the co-chairwomen
for the month, Renee Rothgery
and Katie Keane, center
around finding non-alcohol related fun for students. The
purpose of Creating Awareness Responsibility Education
is to allow students to realize
the consequences of their actions concerning drinking.

Jack Buehrer
The BG News
Into the Streets, a community
service organization at the University, is sponsoring a one-day
community service event Nov. 4.
The event. One Great Day Into
the Street, is a chance for students to volunteer their time to
better the community and help
those less fortunate.
Merryl Taylor, adviser of Into
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11
International Festival: 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. at St. Thomas More University Parish
located at 425 Thurstin. Tickets available a week before event.- Wellness and
Prevention

13-17
Campus Tombstone Memorial: names of people that had died from alcohol
- Ore?* K

13
"Alcohol Myths & Facts" 12 noon to 1 p.m. at Off Campus Student Center. 110
A Moseley - Hazel Smith Off-Campus Student Center & Center for Wellness and
Pervenlion
"Watch Your B .A.C." 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Union Foyer - BC H£AL.TJi.
Club

15
Alcohol Awareness Panel at 8 p.m . loction TBA - UAO
Putt Putt Challenge: NIRSA Natural High, 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the Rec Center
-Recreational Sports

16

Grim Reaper Day - UAO

Obstacle Course: NIRSA Natural High. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Field House.
Recreational Sports
BACCHUS Appreciation Celebration. 9 p.m. at the BGSU Center for
Wellness and Prevention

17
'Just Chillin' 9 p.m. to 12 midnight - free food, games, DJ. at Harshman Quad
Galley - Dry Dock
"at

20
Tim Guenther Alcohol Awareness Presenter 8:15 p.m.. Union Ballroom
- IFC/Panhel

28
AIDS Panel Discussion, 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., McDonald Countryside Cafe SJiAJiJ'. and David's House Compassion

29

70 percent of on-campus, alechol-related crime.
"As a society we promote its

the Streets, said the event is fun
yet worthwhile.
"What we do is set aside one
day to volunteer and help out any
way we can," Taylor said. "It's a
lot of fun and a good way to meet
new people."
The group visits such places as
the Bowling Green Nursing
Home, the Humane Society and
the Children's Home. Into the
Streets co-president, Steve
Floyd, said the volunteers do

their best to brighten the day of
those whom they visit.
"We recently went to Toledo
and did a thing called 'Ghosts in
the Graveyard,' " Floyd said.
"That was a lot of fun because we
got to work with children, and it's
always fun to see the enjoyment
we bring to them."
Taylor said the best part of the
day is getting the whole group
together when it's all over to discuss the day's events.

use," Elliot said. "There are
alternatives. You can still go
out and party and not drink.
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BIGS
Cynthia Kent
Jen Gibson
Marlie Coyle
Heather Harvey
Jan Fenske
Jan Klaus
Nlkki Carpenter
Tracy Todd
Kelly Thompson '
Catharine Klepach
Bethany GadflekJ
Emily Lauer
Laura Heck
Use Maselli
Jonlkka Peter*
Sue Justen
Beth Boley
Natalie Foies

Deadline
Fri. Nov. 3 by 5:00 p.m.
3

"It's a good time for reflection," he said. "We can find out
what the others did to help the
community and what we can do
to improve ourselves."
Taylor added One Great Day
Into the Streets is a very good
way to bring people together to
achieve a common goal.
"It's a way for people who
wouldn't normally meet to work
together to achieve a common
goal," Taylor said. "But most of
all it's a way to give something
back to our community."

Buy 1 Deli |
Sandwich &,
Get 1 Free ■

6 Bagels

Applications are available at
14 College Park or
405 Student Services

Afaaee Whin/* -* Rltoal
Swnshina

8
3 on 3 Basketball: NIRSA Natural High. 5p.m. to 8 p.m. at Student Rec
Center - Recreational Sports

'Get involved
'Enhance Undergraduate living and learning

/

Kiaha Janes

7,8 &9
"I am Driving Club" Sign ups 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Union Foyer Phi Mu

National statistics taken of
college students show that alcohol has been linked with aggression. About 80 percent of
vandalism that occurs on college campuses is alcohol related. Violent behaviors, in the
same manner, are attributed to

A USG
off-campus
senate seat is
available!

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Meaan Fwlkeraan

6-30
Green Bean Campaign - Resident Student Association & SOLD

'Taste of theTown" - 1:30p.m.to 3:30p.m..Community Suite.Union, Pizza
Tasting Contest/Free Pizza - GAMMA
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FALL 1995
NEW MEMBER CLASS OFFICERS

4
Family Feud, 8 p.m. to 12 midnight at Harshman Quad Galley-Dry Dock

According to Andy Elliot, instructor of sociology, students
just need to understand that
they do have a choice when it
comes to alcohol.
"It is about the drinking
choice and understanding that
you have a choice to drink," Elliot said. "You need to understand the myth involved in
drinking."

99* !*1.99
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Self Defense Workshop: NIRSA Natural High. 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the
Student Recreational Center -Recreational Sports

Community service day sponsored

Bagel With Any
Cream Cheese
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Albanians want inclusion in peace talks
Claims of Balkan war plague negotiations
James Hannah
The Associated Press

AP Photo

A group of about 200 Albanian Americans gather at a gate at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base near
where Yugoslavian peace talks took place Wednesday.

ABORTION

AIDS

Continued from page one.

"Apparently the supporters
think it's more important to save
a doomed fetus than to save the
life of a woman and her ability to
have children in the future," said
Rep. Carolyn Maloney, D-N.Y.
"As a woman today standing in
this chamber, I feel like I'm in a
chamber of horrors," said Rep.
Pat Schroeder, D-Col.
Canady argued that there was
"no shred of evidence" that the
procedure was ever the only way
to save a mother and that the leg-

y
J

DAYTON, Ohio - As the three
Balkan presidents sat down behind Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base gates Wednesday to talk
peace, a fourth side protested
outside: Albanians wanted to be
at the table too.
Some 200 protesters from six
states and Canada demonstrated
to protest Albania's exclusion
from the talks.
Waving banners and red and
black Albanian flags, they
marched outside a gate near the
base hotel, where the presidents
of Bosnia, Serbia and Croatia
were opening negotiations aimed
at ending four years of civil war
in the Balkans.
"If we don't get our freedom.

there will be a total Balkan war," are overruled by a Serbian misaid protester Rokrr Dedvukaj.
nority," said Useini.
The demonstrators called for
Gjok Martini, national coorthe independence of Kosova, a dinator for the Albanian Ameripredominately Albanian prov- can Community of the USA, said
ince in the former Yugoslavia Albanians in Kosova have been
that Serbia seized control of in killed, beaten, jailed and had
their schools closed. He called
1989.
"We have a right to have our Serbian president Slobodan Mifreedom," said Dedvukaj, of De- losevic a dictator and a war crimtroit. "If there is no freedom for inal.
"We can only take so much,"
Albanians within the former Yugoslavia, there will be no peace in said Martini, of Detroit.
The demonstrators came from
the Balkans. If we have to defend
our freedom and our rights with Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, New
York, New Jersey, Connecticut
our blood, we will do that."
Miron Useini, president of the and Canada. Sheriffs deputies
Illinois branch of the Democratic and base, security officers kept
League of Kosova, said 92 per- an eye on the group, but said the
cent of Kosova's 2 million people protesters had been peaceful.
Nearby, a small group of peace,
are Albanian.
"The Albanians of Kosova are activists joined the demonoppressed by the Serbs, and they stration.

islation does allow for exceptions
when a mother's life is at risk.
Opponents replied that the bill
is written so that doctors could
use that defense only when prosecuted. Doctors would face up to
two years in prison and could
also be sued by family members
for performing such abortions.
Women who have had the
procedure lobbied House members up to the last minute to vote
against the bill, saying that those
who supported the legislation
misrepresented such abortions.

Continued from page one.

probably reduced the percentage
of those who believe AIDS is a
government conspiracy.
"It might have been true in the
1980s, but there's been too much
education about AIDS now for
African-Americans to believe
that," he said. "They know about
dirty needles. They know about
unprotected sex."
In 1992, Dr. Abdul Alim Muhammad, the chief doctor of
Louis Farrakhan's Nation of Is-

lam, told a National convention
that President Bush "played a
leading role in developing a policy of genocide against non-white
people all over this earth, and we
believe that the AIDS virus is a
direct consequence of that plotting and planning in secret."
Quinn and her colleague Stephen B. Thomas of Emory University in Atlanta have previously found the conspiracy belief to be widespread among
blacks in Washington housing
projects and clinics and among

black college students.
"In all of these samples, somewhere around 30 to 35 percent
are agreeing that AIDS is a form
of genocide, and 30 percent are
unsure," Quinn said Tuesday in
an interview at the annual meeting of the American Public
Health Association, where she
reported the findings.
Quinn and Thomas surveyed
1,054 church members in black
churches in Atlanta, Charlotte,
N.C., Detroit, Kansas City, Mo.,
and Tuscaloosa, Ala. They
received slightly under 1,000 va-

lid responses for each question.
Asked to react to the statement
"I believe there is some truth in
reports that the AIDS virus was
produced in a germ warfare
laboratory," 33.9 percent of 983
agreed or strongly agreed. Fourty-four percent were unsure.
Thirty-five percent of 979
agreed or strongly agreed with
the statement "I believe AIDS is
a form of genocide against black
people." Thirty percent were unsure.

FALCON FOOTBALL HOM€ FINRL6 THIS SATURDAY VS. OHIO
HICHOff 1 PM. COM€ CH€€R TH€ FMCONS ON€ LttST TIM€ RT HOMC! FttN PPPMCinTION M¥l

Time Is Running
Out!
Last chance
this semester
for senior portraits!
You can still schedule your senior portrait
session by calling 1 -800-969-1338. If s still
only $6 and chargable to your Bursar
account. You get 8 poses and very
affordable package prices from which to
choose.
Office hours M-F 10-1 and 2-6

Call 372-8086 If you have any questions!
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BG rugby wins Falcon soccer ties Kentucky
regional final Team earns second seed and day off at MAC tourney
Brian Gibson
The BC News

In a game that one participant
described as "total war," the
Bowling Green rugby team
defeated Miami University to
win the Regional finals of the
Midwest Universities Cup.
The Falcon ruggers beat the
Redskins 20-15 and that victory,
coupled with the 69-8 destruction
of Northern Illinois the day before, has propelled BG into the
Sweet 16 of the National Collegiate Rugby Championship.
"The Miami match was easily
one of the top five exciting
matches this club has played in
my coaching career," head coach
Roger Mazzarella said.
A crowd of over 300 supported
the BG side.
"The guys put on one heck of a
show of run and gun rugby for
the spectators, and they were
just as much a part of this victory as were the players. The electricity they generated on the
sideline translated into some
pretty fanatical play on the
field."
In praise of his players, Mazzarella commented that "every
single one of them had a career
match. In the face of some pretty
abusive tactics by Miami, they
pretty much kept their cool and
just cranked It up another knotch
every time a punch or kick was
thrown."
"It was like a total war out
there," said BG captain Dan Kelley. "But I think all the extracurricular crap backfired in

their fi
Bowling Green opened the regional against Northern Illinois
and said "Welcome to the MAC"
with a decisive 69-8 pasting of
the Huskies. The Falcon backfield threw their playbook at
Northern and ran In eight of
Bowling Green's ten tries.
Administering most of the
scoring damage were wing Paul
Tod and fullback Tony Mazzarella. Tod booted eight conversions
and opened the Falcon scoring
with a massive 45-yard penalty
kick field goal. Mazzarella ran
around and through the Huskie
defense for three tries, including
a 110-yard end zone to end zone
run to finish the match.
Playing against a stiff wind the
first half, the Huskies began to
show signs of life In the second
half with the wind at their backs.
Northern cut BG's lead to 27-8 on
the strength of a try and penalty
kick. But their rally was snuffed
out when Falcon center Brad
Rohlfs picked off a pass and
broke five tackles on a whirling
tour of the heart of the Huskie
defense that ended In a try.
From that point on it was all
BG with fly half Jason King scoring twice, and wing Bruce Broad,
hooker Jeff Cellio, flanker Chris
Haid and scrum half Dan Kelley
picking up solo tries.
The victory set up the regional
final the next day against Miami,
who had defeated the University
of Wisconsin-Whitewater 41-3 In
See RUGBY, page wen.

Chris Kapcir
The BC News

Zip. Zilch. Nada. Whatever you
call zero, it still equals exactly
nothing. Just ask Bowling Green
or Kentucky, for they experienced the "goose egg syndrome"
Tuesday in Lexington. They
fought to a hard played stalemate
which ended In a 0-0 tie.
The 18th ranked Falcons
needed a win or a He against the
Wildcats to clinch « second seed
in the MAC tournament and
therefore receive an off day on
Friday. Since they tied UK, the
Brown and Orange will face the
winner of the Eastern Michigan/Kentucky game In the semifinals of the tourney. According
to head coach Mel Mahler, in
gaining the second seed of the
tournament, BG fulfilled a goal
set almost a year ago.
"This has been our goal that we
set last November after losing
the MAC championship to Miami.
As soon MM we lost that game, in
Th« BG Newi/Kelly Rl«o
the locker room, we talked about
what we needed to do to get back Bowling Creen tied Kentucky 0-0 on Wednesday and now await Saturday's match where they will face
there again, without being a the winner of Friday's Eastern Michigan/Kentucky match.
third, fourth, fifth, or sixth
seed," said Mahler.
The Wildcats played a real de- two games in a row has both ad- Miami, Western Michigan, and
fensive game. They always had vantages and disadvantages for finally, Eastern Michigan. MahThe word of the day Tuesday two or three guys back on de- his team.
ler feels that although Akron
"The good thing is that [Assis- may be the strongest team and
against the 'Cats was defense. fense that made It difficult to
BG was stymied by the efforts of score," said Mahler. "It was tant Coach] Wade Jean and I will the favorite for the crown, BG
UK goalkeeper Chris West. The probably one of the more physi- be able to analyze the plays on has somethiong to prove.
Falcons had three crucial goal cal games we've played in - the Tuesday through film, etc. and
"We've got some unfinished
shots saved by West, along with refs really let the kids play, and look at what we need to do to win. business to take care of. I really
seven attempts inside the frame that has its good and bad sides."
Of course, Kentucky will be do- think we're the best team in the
ing the same thing. The deciding conference. We have the best talthat fell by the wayside.
On
Saturday
the
Falcons
will
factor could be UK's legs. They ent, the most depth, and its just a
BG was supported by the typical good play of Scott Vallow. He play against the winner of the will have played at least four matter of going out on the field
is second in the nation in goals Eastern Michigan/Kentucky games in seven days. For any and proving it. All season we
scored against (.49) and has a game. If BG wins, they will play team. It's tough," said Mahler.
have had high expectations - we
cool eight shutouts through for the MAC championship and a
are the highest ranked team (at
The seedings for this week- 18th in the nation) in the conferTuesday's play. "It was really a chance to play for a bid In NCAA
end's tournament are, in des- ence. With that comes a lot of regame that was decided by a cou- tournament on Sunday.
ple of hot goalkeepers and the According to Mahler, the cending order, as follows: Akron, sponsibility. We're going to go
way their game plan was overall. possibility of playing Kentucky Bowling Green, Kentucky. out there and do It," said Mahler.

Buckeyes get 'No Respect'
.

353-0988

19 & Over

104 S. Main

The Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Ohio State
coach John Cooper said that as
far as he's concerned, his team is
the best in the country.
But despite his own first-place
vote in the national coaches' poll,
the Buckeyes are N6.4 In both

SARAH

OGDAHL

For CITV COUNCIL • tlHST WAfif)

#3 SARAH OGDAHL believes that we must control city
budgets to our tax dollars.
"At Least one Student Voice on Council - Its Only Fair!!'
'PROTECTION AND A FAIR SHARE OF CITY SERVICES FOR ALL RESIDENTS OF BOWLING GBEEN.'
Paid lor By OgdsM lor Council CommaM: MM Htyn—, TrtMtmr. P.O. Ban S3. Boating OrMn, ONo 4S4O240S3 (TM. 41M3SM077)
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major rankings.
Speaking Tuesday at his week- "I imagine they're
ly news conference, Cooper said
his team gets the edge based on ranked ahead of us
strength of schedule.
because in the
"I don't know of any of them
preseason
they were
that have played as tough a
schedule as we played," Cooper ranked ahead of us."
said. "I think that's pretty obvious. We've played six teams
that at the time we played them
John Cooper
were ranked in the top 25 in the
OSU football head coach.
country. Obviously, that's not
important to a lot of people."
Cooper said he's not alone In in the last four Associated Press
thinking the Buckeyes should be poll of sports writers and broadNo.l, ahead of Nebraska, Florida casters.
State and Florida
Last Saturday, the Buckeyes
"I dont know; they're better shackled Iowa - then ranked 25th
than us. I keep hearing (Florida inthenation 56-0 late In the first
State coach) Bobby Bowden said half before holding out their top
we played the toughest schedule players and settling for a 56-35
and ought to be No.l. I think win.
(Florida coach Steve) Spurrier
The Buckeyes, who play at unmade that comment. I know ranked Minnesota Saturday
(Iowa coach) Hayden (Fry) said night, did gain 16 points on Florthat," Cooper said "Well, put us ida, 26 on Florida State and 12 on
up there then!"
Nebraska in the latest AP poll.
Despite going 8-0, Ohio State
That's because Nebraska won
has lagged behind the top three at then-No. 7 Colorado 44-21 to

*
\
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slide past idle No.l Florida State
and third-ranked Florida bounced Georgia 52-17.
Cooper said he is looking forward to watching second-ranked
Florida State on national television Thursday night against No.
24 Virginia
"I'll probably look at how good
is this team," he said of Florida
State. "How good are we compared to that team. I'm sure those
thoughts will go through my
mind"
Cooper conceded that he had
Nebraska, Florida State and Florida ranked ahead of the Buckeyes on his preseason ballot in
the CNN-USA Todiy coaches
poll.
"I Imagine they're ranked
ahead of us because in the
preseason they were ranked
ahead of us. That's the only logical reason I can give you," he
said
Cooper said he knew little
about the three teams ranked
ahead of Ohio State.
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the other bracket. The Redskins
had beaten the Falcons 10-7 earlier in the season and had broken
a 49-game string of Bowling
Green victories over Miami.
"This was a grudge match
from the get-go," Mazzarella
said.

Despite playing into the wind,
Bowling Green jumped out to a
quick 8-0 lead on the strength of
a Bruce Broad try and Paul Tod
penalty kick. Miami, however,
refused to roll over and play
dead. Blessed with disciplined
forwards whose reputations mirror that of BG's backfield, Miami
proceeded to score two pushover

tries to take a slim 10-8 lead at
the half.
Beginning the second half with
the wind now at their backs, the
Falcons dropped their kick defense and threw everything into
a 38 minute assault on the Miami
goal line. Miami found itself pinned inside its own 25-yard line
with Bowling Green pounding at

the door.
"I think we ran through the entire playbook," Mazzarella
chuckled. "All Miami could do
was punt away and settle back to
see where the next attack would
materialize. They had. lots of
holes and not quite enough fingers."
Tony Mazzarella's 50-yard run

around end broke the ice, but
eight man Jeff McVey"s theft of a
loose ball and 20-yard rumble
into the end zone broke Miami's
back. Paul Tod's conversion
made it 20-10 and except for a
brief rally for a try, the rest of
the game was controlled by
Bowling Green.
Bowling Green now takes their

26-2 record into the final round of
the Midwest Universities Cup
and the Sweet 16 round of the 7
National Collegiate Championship in Columbus. The Falcons
will take on Purdue in the firstmatch on Saturday at noon while'
Ohio State takes on Perm State at
2 p.m. The winners will face each
other at 1 p.m. on Sunday.

«

Classifieds
Falcon Radio WFAL and Easy Street
present BROWNIE MARY this
Thursday. Nov 2 Listen IO them
preview their new album. Hear
their exclusive interview Thurs. night
at 6pm with Men on Radio on
Falcon Radio WFAL AM 680'C.IDIC 50

CAMPUS EVENTS

DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Sludy Program in Franc*
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
Inltymaoonal Meeting
Tuos.. Nov 7. 1995.8 30pm
1000 BAA Ma.
"Was ihe best lime ol my He"
Mhe HabersacH, BGSU student
For more into, cad:
Ed Miller 372 8i98 or 353-3172
Dr. ChirUe 372-8180 or 352-6012
Sponsored by BGSU

FMA
Fall Fashion Show
November 5,2:00PM
Woodland Ma
HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK
1EARN NOW. SO THAT HISTORY
WIL NEVER REPEAT ITSELF'
Nov. 5- Trip to the Holocaust Memorial
Museum in West B comlield Michigan
Including a Holocaust survivor speaker.
Sign up in the UAO office by Nov. 3.
$3.00 charge per person.
9 30 am 5 00pm
Donations tor the Holocaust Memorial Museum
Will be accepted at ALL events
Sponsored by UAO
Millet and the Jewish Federation
Of Greater Toledo.
For more inlo contact the
Student Accvmes Office @ 419-372-2343

Are You Interested tfi The Ministry?
A recruiter from ten United Methodist Seminary
in Otno win be ai the United Christen Fellowship Center this Friday from tt am 2pm Call
352-7534 for information. The United Christian
Felowship is located al the corner of Thursun
and Ridge Sts.
ASIAN AMERICAN
ASIAN IN AMERICA
'HOW TO SURVIVE IN THE MIDWEST
WITHOUT LOSING YOUR MIND'
A Thoughtiul Presentation and Useful
Discussion led by Dr. Felicisima Serafica,
Clinical Psychologist and Professor of
Psychology al Ohio State University
The Asian or Asian American experience in
Midwest American is unique, whether one is
trying to raise a lamity or just function
at work or in school. Come with your own
stories and your own questions.
Fnday. Nov. 3 5.30pm 1008 BA at BGSU
sponsored by Asian Communities United
for information call 354-1115

Join the Bahai discussion group. Fridays
9:30AM BA Room 109. Bahai info line
287-3230.
MARYKAYMAKEOVERS
3rd Fl. Union • Faculty Lounge' 7-9pm
For Men and Women
Sign up m the UAO office 3rd fl.Union
Nov. 1 si thru Nov. 10th • Free to all'
Learn about skin care lor all skin types
-•
A pigments
Sponsored by UAO ® 2-2343

ATTENTION ALL BGSEA MEMBERS: There
will be a Halloween costume contest during the
Nov. 7 general meeting at 9PM in 115 Education! Dress up m your lavonie costume and win
one ol five great prizes' Questions? Call
372-2943 or Brett at 353-0418

Now's the time io advertise in THE OBSIDIAN
Say hi. what's up, or whatever to leilow greeks,
friends, or that special someone. It's only &5
cents a line and you can bursar ill Last day to
advertise is Nov. 10. Fill out forms in 204 West
Hani Hurry!
REGGAE - 12TH Annual Tribute to Bob Marley
• with The Ark Band. Ohio's No. 1 Roots Band,
Sat. Nov. 4. Union Ballroom. 9pm. A Caribbean
Assoc. event.

ATTENTION STUDENTSI Attend 'What to Be
or Not to Be' Career Fair. Nov. 6,101 Olscamp.
i 30 5 00pm Register for prizes! Talk to
aiumnil Sponsored by Career Services.

Womyn for Womyn
meets Monday Oct. 30
9pm at the UCF Center
I' you're not part of the solution
You're pan of the problem.

College Bowl
Challenge Your Mndlll
Sponsored by UAO
Sign-up by Friday Nov. 3rd
Contact the Office of Studenl
Activities for more information
03722343.

LOST & FOUND

COMMUNITY SERVICE
ONE GREAT DAY kilo the Streets. Meet
November 4 al 8:30AM m the old cafeteria in
Kohl. Questions? Call Sieve 354-5054 or Erin
3530508.
COMMUNITY SERVICE

FOUND: Unique Coin Purse on sidewalk by
Founders. CaJI to identity 372-8207.
Lost: Blue Disk Case with three very important
disks inside! Please call 354-5199 if found'

LOST: Green Ralph Lauren Cane Umbrella
Tuesday f(V3t in 115 Education Sentimental
Value. PLEASE call 353-4249.

SERVICES OFFERED

November 8, 1995
6 pm - 9 pm
(also open daily hours 8:45 am - 5:30 pm)

Are you interested m doing community setvice? Join us lorONG GREAT 0AY Into The
Streets. Saturday, Nov 4 at 8:30 AM m the old
caletena in Kohl. Questions? Call Steve
354-5054 or Erin 353-0508
COMMUNITY SERVICE

•SBX ' SBX'SBX'SBX'
Personalized Graduation
Announcements
48 hour Service
Un Order of IS
Slop in and see us1
3S3-7732
•SBX "SBX-SBX •sax-

Courtney G.Lil' of mine, look at the time! Just a tew more
hours and you will find, that your Kappa family
is really ftnel
Love.
Your Big??
KKG • KKG ' KKG

Grants and Scholarships are available. Billions of dollars In financial aid. Qualify immediately. 1 -800-400-0209.

PERSONALS

Hey Little Christy
Do you know who I am?
Only a few more weeks
To play this b>g scam.
When the time finally comes
We'll all cheer and shout
But alter we're finished.
Wanna go out?
Love Always. Your Big

*i Awesome Spring Break! Panama Oty>
Ea/ly Specials' 8 Days Oceanview Room With
K.tchen $129! Walk To Best Bars" Key West
$2591 Cocoa Beach Hilton $1691 Pnces Increase 11/21 ft 12/15! ' 800 678 6386

BGSU Mom. Dad. Grandma, Grandpa. Sister.
and Brother Sweatshirts.
Collegiate Connection, 531 Ridge
352-8333

Falcon Radio WFAL and Easy Sheet
presentBROWNIE MARY this Thurs
Nov. 2. Listen to them preview their
new album. Hear their exclusive interview
Thurs. night at 6pm with Men on Radio
on Falcon Rado WFAL AM 68/Cabie 50

Gamma Phi Beta Lil' Diane Gamma Phi Beta
A great ftg/LiI* pair we will be
Me and You. the best m RG
You won't have long nil you will see.
Jus) how special it will be.
Love.
Your Big??
Gamma Phi Beta LI' Diane Gamma Phi Beta

Gamma Phi Beta * Lil Kristin
Big ft little, that's you ft me
ThebestpainnaltofBGio
I hope this week has been lots of fun
because I love my little a ton!!'
Love m I IKE
Your Big
Gamma Phi Bela - Lil Kritten

G Phi B • Christy Lull - O Phi B

•1 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
CruiseiEarly Specials1 7 Days S279* Includes
15 Meals & 6 Paries* Prices Increase 12/15<
Spying Break Travel 1-800-678-6386

Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at $39 00
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mali •354-1614

GAMMA PHI BETA 'GAMMA PHI BETA
Lil Tracy
Hey little just wait and see
What a great b«g ft little pair we will be.
Hold on cause the day is near
When you meet me we will jump and cheer
Love.
Your Big

BG's Amateur Comedy Night
Prize $$$$
Coming Soon"111
Call 352-9837 or 354-7118
For information " I

Attention Spring Breakers1 Jamaica/Cancun
$389, Bahamas $359, Florida $129. Sell trips,
earn cash. A go free' 1 -800-234-7007

FREEHANDHELDPHONE!
15 CELLULARPHONES given away at
Saturday's home football game.
Purchase game program to enter.
Gamma Phi Beta Lil' Stacey
Pmk carnations bloom in the sun,
soon it will be time to have some fun.
Give me a second ft lend me your ear.
so I have the chance to make it dear.
The best big little pair we will be,
only with time you will see
Love in TTKE. Your Big

continued on p. 8

Panther
Nov. 3 & 4

Nov. 2

7:00, 9:30,

Phantom of
the Opera

G Phi B ■ Christy Lull - G Phi ■
G Phi B ' Lil Molly - G Phi B
HOPE DURING BIG HUNT
YOU HAVE A BUST
GAMMA PHI BETA MEMORIES ARE SURE
TO LAST
JUST BE PATIENT AND WAIT A
LITTLE MORE
YOU RE THE BEST LITTLE I COULD
EVER HOPE FOdl
LOVE, YOUR BIG

•1 Awesome Cancun A Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 111% Lowest Price Guarantee! 7
Nights Air from Columbus ft hotel $399' Book
Earlyi Spring Break Travel 1 -600-679-6366
' Lil M ic h ■! 'G Ph i B ■ LI I W ic hil'GPh i B"
KandMandS,
You got the very best)
You make the perfect addition
To the lamily with no competition!
LOVE, Your Big

midnight
T.tPp Olscamp
• Hall

G'Phi'B Little Missy G'Pht'B
Carnations are pink
Here is your due
I hold an office
And attend classes too'
The crescent moon is yellow
and hangs m the sky
I could tell you I'm a Taurus
But that would be a l«l
The hunt has begun
And may new be through
But that's okay
Cause 111 always love you
Love Your Big-G'Phi'B

-SBX-SBX'SBX* SBX*
PersonaJized
Graduation Announcements
48 hour service
Min. Order of 15
Stop m and see us<
353-7732
•SBX -SBX "SBX- SBX-

$2,00

9:00
Gish Film
Theater
FREE

y

SENIORS!

MAC ATTACK!

JUST IN TIME FOR
CHRISTMAS

BGSU VOLLEYBALL
PLAYS AT

<®>
SKI MIGHT

1000's of used books, hundreds o' magazines
Nov. 4.5.6.
8th Anniversary Sale
Grounds lor Thought
7:00am-Midnight

HOME THIS WEEKEND!

Fffl*CnST£RN~7PM
Sr.T-C6NTf.fU 7PM
COME CHEER THE
FALCONS AT
ANDERSON ARENA

SPCCIIH SKI PACKAGCS
DAVE

Come in and
Register to Win!

WOESSNER
FOR
COUNCIL

AAA TRAVEL AGENCY
414 E. Wooster Street

352-5276
We Serve AAA Members and Notl-Members

TA0083

COMMON SENSE INVOL VEMENT

INBWUNGGREM

T

BUZZ RECORDING ARTISTS.'..

PEAT MOSS
FREE CONCERT!

Sat.. Nov. 4 @ 8pm in The Galley

SENIOR PICTURES
BEGIN MONDAY

• Citizens Committee on Police and Fire
Safety; Security
• Member BG Chamber of Commerce

Schedule a Sitting Now
And Have Prints to Give As
Christmas Gifts To Parents,
Grandparents, Relatives, etc...
Tfie sitting Fee is only $6.

• Charter Member; BG Community Foundation
• 19B1 B.G.S.U. Graduate
• Member; St. Aloysius Church; Elk's Lodge;
B.G.S.U. Falcon Club; Past Member, Town
and Gown Club
• Participate, BG Softball and Volleyball
Programs; High School Football Official

i t
I

EEAL

• Dave Mathews Bond
• Rusted Root
•Freddie Jones Band
•Hootie ond The Bbwfish

Call

1-800-969-1338

• Board of Trustees, Wood County Council
on Alcoholism & Drug Abuse
^^._,_ __, „_ ,_._
'<* ""«inl0- WH 372-2*43

—alertlym« DaysWneamar EerCeunciCuinii«Hl. «Du|a»s«<OsWt.P.O Bo. Ml
Bowantutoen. OHSMOt: Tn««r ftamss*. tMMon

i
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Qimmt Phi * Lil Donna * Gamma Phi
Tha rime it coming sometime toon
By tna kght o( tha craacant moon
You wi u IH thai I am ma
Than you vnli raaty acraam with glaa
Big and Lrila pair wa will Da
The ban pair in all of BG.
Think you know?
I don't think so I

Love in ILKE. Your Big?
Gamma Phi Beta lil Chnuy McMillan
k won't ba long MI you will aaa,
we are the baat Big4.il pair that could ba
Big Hunt will aoon ba hara
& avarything wil seem so dear
Aa pan of my familyis whara you balong
Where our bond will ba forever strong!
I love my UIM
Lova.Big???
Gamma Phi Beta Gamma Phi Beta
GPhlBULAMYOPhIB
Tha bma is coming whan you will saa
Who your b*g sisiar will always ba.
I hope you'ra aioitad to find out.
What being a little is all about.
li's nica lo know wall always ba friend*.
The*e wil ba no more guessing.
Whan 8ig Hunt andsl
Love m MKE. Your Bg
GAMMA PHI BETA
GPhiB Lil Michelle GPhiB
Twinkle, twinkle littleSiar
Do you wonder who I ara?
Keep guessing, keep guessing little one
'Cause you're not close that I'm the one.
B g.11 pa r wew. be
For youll be the nait addition

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
UL'KELLY WOODS
Calvin Klein, Edd* Bauer, and of course
J. Crew could one ol these be your big?
You'd die il it was true
Tonight's the rught you'll finally see.
That tnese man aren't A you've got ma.
My hair is brown. I love lo laugh.
Get ready for your HULA DANCE
I'm so excued. I just can't wait
Big/Ld' night is gonna be great!

KKQ-KKG-KKO
Lil' Sieph.
I cant compare to Mlcheal Sllpe, but we'll
have tun tonight)
Lo vs. Your Big

KKG'KKG'KKG
Lil" Jenny.
Hera is your final due
My hair is short, my eyes ara blue
This may be a be, but H may be true
but you know that your big loves you.
Love, Your Big
KKG"KKG-KKG

KO * CONGRATULATIONS * KD
Tha sisters of Kappa Delta would
like to congratulate Janet Oven
On her recent perhng to let Ballonofl.
KD ' CONGRATULATIONS • KO

KKG'KKG'KKG
Li Lindsay Reed.
Tonight's the night. I just cant wait
B g-l_-i* hmtwill be so great
Well be an awesome pair youll sea
Cuz we're the best Big/Lil' of KKG I
Love, Your Big??
KKG*KKG'KKG

This is it the last due
my height Is short, eyes are blue
You may be eicited when you
'Break On Through'
and that all these dues are true!
Lo«e Your Big
KKG'KKG'KKG

WANTED

GPh.B-GPhiB'GPhiB'GPhiB'GPhiB'
UlCory
I'll be your big by Christmas
you can count on me1
Please have snow & mistletoe
A presents under the tree
Christmas Eve you'll find me...
GPhtB'GPhiB'GPhiB'GPhiB-GPhiB'
Junction Bar & Gntl
TONIGHT IS LADIES NIGHT
NO COVC R BEFORE 12
Junction 8ar A Grill

Karaoke Sunday A Wednesday
80's Music and Quarters Thursday
This Saturday Country Music
with Jed Darlowl
At Checker's Pub

KKG ' KKG ' KKG
Got e*c tea lor tonight
The week is almost through
I leave you with one final clue..
Ihaveasmalltatoo.
Love. Your Big
KKG ' KKG * KKG

great
scores...

<o^

(fljjft

great
skills...
1-800-KAP-TEST
set a higher score

KAPLAN

In U/nni4l<KMi4 I

In Woodland Mall

SI \ DAY's

*w*»

HELP WANTED
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For inlo call 301-306-1207.
'"FREE TRIPS A CASH""
Find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH
with America's #1 Spring Break company!
Sell only 15 trips and travel free! Choose Cancun. Bahamas, Mazatlan, or Florida! CALL
NOW! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 95-BREAK!
ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR-SUMMER OF 1996
Yogi Bear's Jellystone Camp Resort is looking
for 2 creative, outgoing persons to coordinate
and direct activities tor a busy family camping
resort. We are located near Sea World in Aurora, Ohio.
-Experience preferred but not necessary. Male
or female. Recreation/Education majors encouraged to apply.
-Living facilities are available.
• Interviewing will be done al the Resort
Send your resume to:
Jellystone Camp Resort
co Andrea Palay Schwartz
6511 Marsol *222
Mny'f'dHts .OH44 124

KKG* KKG* KKG
KKG "AMY KILNED* KKG
This is II
We're to the End
Btgyt.il Wishes to You I send!
See ya Tonight!!
KKG'KKG*KKG
KKG BI&LIL BIG/LIL KKG
Lil" Janeile Consiglio
Here is one more due that I will give to thee, I
always keep Jerry Garcia dose to me.
See you tonight!
KKG D KG'LIL BIG/LIL KKG

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products at home. Inlo 1-504-646-1700 Dept.
OH ■6255.

Lil Lisa
The crescent moon hangs high in the sky
Watching Big Hunt '95
It knows the best Big, Little pair
So don't fret with despair.
Should I let you know soon,
or make you wait until June?
Love. Your Big

Child Care needed. Dependable individual to
walch 3 children in our Perrysburg home. Full
time days. Call (419)244-8500 ask for Drew. Or
call (419)874-0310 after 5PM.
COACHES NEEDED
3 PT positions available with Wood County
Spedal Olympics. Coaches are needed for
basketball. Hours vary. $5.00 per hour. Positions run through March. To obtain.a position
description and application, contact Wood
County Speoal Olympics, 11160 E. Gypsy Ln.
Rd . BG. OH. Or call 352-5155. EOS
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000+/ month working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World Travel. Seasonal
& full-time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information
Call 1-206 634 0468 0X1. C55442

Lil'Heather,
Do you know who I am? Soon you will see, how
great wa ara 2-geiher, you A mel I know you're
anxious, but don't be blue. Just know that your
family A big kiva you.
Love in (IKE, Your Big
Missing- Presumed Dead
Jesse Spears A John Hinte
If found please contact Jason
at 372-1443.

(iiimc on Two

New Stuoenu...New Traditions...
Be a part Of it...Orientation '96!
Orientation Leader Applications are in
Room 405 Student Service*
Due Back by Nov. 6th
Call 372-2843 for more info.

DRAFT SPECIALS!

November t
2nd

»\ar»

«*••*•

Local manufacturing company has a need of
part-time unskilled production employees.
These jobs are mainly assembly of small parts.
Work 15-35 hours a week around your schod
schedule. Only one block off BGSU campus,
south of Woosler Si., so you can walk or drive.
Many BGSU students work at this plant. Rate
of pay is (4.25/hr. Come by to pick up an application form. Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc., 428 Clough St.. Bowling Green, OH
43402.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Seasonal A full-time employment available
at National Parka, Forests A Wildlife
Preservea. Benefits plus bonuses! Call:
1-206-545-4804 ext. N55442.
Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gam comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available in select Cleveland suburbs, Columbus. Akron. Canton, and
more. Call 1-800-887-.960.

«. Virtual Reality!
I I o.m. - S p.m.
4
tonhart Grand Rallroom
University Union)
Thur/dciy. flovrmber 1. 1995

To the Gentlemen of KAPPA ALPHA,
Thanks lor being the ULTIMATE teaml
Love, Your Gamma Phi Beta Coaches.

Ipon/orcd by

♦ •
>

To the Seal Bashing CR Meeting
Crashing Cutie. We want you and your sell
absorbed body- Give us a cal and you and
your ego can go on a double date with us.
Hugs and kisses in your dreams. Sara and Jan-

RESORT JOBS
Students Needed*
Earn to $i2/hr. ♦ tips. Theme parks. Hotels.
Spas, • more. Destinations indude Florida.
Hawaii. Cdorado 8 So. California. Call Resort
Employment Services 1-206-632-0150 ext.
RSS442.
TA.S.P. International is looking for hard working, highly motivated students to fill management positions for the summer of 1996. Gain
valuable expenence to enhance your resume.
Average earnings are between $7.000-$9,000.
Positions are being rilled on a first come, first
qualified basis in all Cleveland suburbs, Mentor, Akron. Canton. Columbus. Youngsiown,
and Southeast Michigan. For more information
call Man Scherer @ 1-800-543-3792.
TELEPHONE ORDER
OPERATORS
Day Shift
Hickory Farms is now hirng full and part-time
seasonal Telephone Order Operators to take
telephone and mail orders now through January, 1996. Positions open seven days per
week on the day shift. Flexible schedules. Applicants must have basic computer and typing
skifls. Excellent opportunity tor anyone looking
to supplement their income. Starting pay $550
per hour, employee discount, pleasant working
environment, professional supervision, and
great co-workers. Apply at our Corporate offices for an immediate interview. Mon.-Fri. until

THE GAVEL
An organizational meeting will take
:place Thursday, Nov. 2 at 8 p.m. at the
:Union near the Falcon's Nest Pizza Place.
Past staff members and anyone else
•interested in writing, who has journalism
experience is invited. If there are any
.'questions or concerns call Jamie 352-9384
or Lisa 353-8422.

i

MACINTOSH COMPUTER lor sale. Complete system Including printer only $499.
Call Chris at 1400-665-4392 sit. 9569.

FOR RENT
? Moving off campus / transler / commuter ?
Winter is coming • convienence is everything.
Large, two bdrm. furn. apt. Avail, for spring.
Behind Hard Bodies: 505 Ck>ugh 37C
354-1360.
Apartment available immediately for sublease
t male needed. $202.50 a month. 2 bedrooms,
1 1/2 baths, furnished. Call 352-8260 tor more
into.
Apt. available Immedially for sublease. One
female needed $181.25/mo. There ara 3
bdrma and 2 bathrma. Sublease until 5/96.
Comfy, roomy efficiency. Furnished. Manmum of tour people allowed. Close to cam*
pus. Columbia Cts. Call 353-6517 or
419-866-0685 for more Info.
Apt Available Spnng Semester
Only util. are elec. 6 phone. Air cond. Right
next to campus Call 353-4247.

HOUSES & APTS. FOR FALL 96
Office 316 E. Merry Apt. 3

353-0325
Also, well mail listing'
Need female subleaser for Spring. Have own
room, share bath and kitchen. $l60vmo. ♦utilities. 1 block from campus. Call Brand) @
353-2090 or 352-8384
_^
One bdrm. apt. available immediately for now
and Spring semester. All utilities and cable included. $430 mo Call 352-1520
Subleaser Needed:
One bedroom Apt. Available
Immediately.
Call 352-6938
Wanted 1-2 Subleasers lor Spring 1996
ASAP One large bedroom. Free cable. $325 •
electric, utilities. Call after 2PM. 352-6684.

Tr» \nwtty Sport of tha MM

COLLEGE

**&$"

SEAFOOD

HAS A FEW
QUESTIONS
FOR YOU.
When:

November 11.1995 10: oo am

Where:

Business Administration Building

What:

Trivia Tournament

Prlat:

All expense paid trip to Regional
Tournament hi February

Sign-up:

Student Activities Office By
November 3 at 500
Any questions, please call
372-2343

l-di North Main - Bowling Green

race.
nrvsv^\

COME DANCE REGGAE
WITH

♦

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 4
9pm, UNION BALLROOM

• «

Contact the UflO of lice

and celebrate the 12th Annual Tribute to Bob Marley

" 2-2J1J for more inlo.

i
1
J

^^

-/

/

LiTTLE
Nil .111
Ml'SiC

A Caribbean Association Event
For Info, call 352-7143

N0V 10 & 11 AT 8 P.M.
K0BACKER HALL.
MOORE MUSICAL
ARTS CENTER, BGSU
MUSIC b LYRICS BY
STEPHEN S0NDHE1M
BOOK BY HIGH WHEELER
SUGGESTED BY A FILM BY
INGMAR BERGMAN
TICKETS: S7, 9.11 (STUDENTS: SJ)
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 3724171
OR (8001 589-2224

J

4
■••«*-■» «■ *i **■■«.

A
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The Ark
Band

REGGAE

'

¥

*

For Sale- 1978 Ford LTD2, decent cond. Must
sell. Needs minor work. Call 353-0650.

5:00pm, or call (800)433-6005. ext. 443 until
5:00pm for an appointment time. Hickory
Farms, 1505 Holland Rd.. Maumee. OH.
43537. EOE.

Hi
OF

79 Mazda BX-7. Good condition, fun S economical. 77K, $1800. 354-7275 after 6PM.
weekends anytime.

Help: I'm graduating in Dec and I need 1-2
suNeasers Campus Manor Fully furnished
only have to pay elec. Call 354-8616.

MM VS. C€NTRBLMKHIGRN. STfifiT

MUSICAL
ARTS
OPERA
THEATER
PRESENTS

1991 Dodge Dynasty Fully loaded Excellent
condition, new tires. Asking lor $3,000 or best
otter. Call 354-6108

READERS/NOTETAKERS NEEDED
Call 2-8495
Office of Disability Resources

.1 PLfiVS m HOI|A€ THIS
COLLEGE

1985 Buick SkyhawK. 2 door. OepenOaolo.
1 28.000 mi. maroon w/red int»nor. price
reduced and musl sell. 372-5312

Efficiency for rent available now
thru May 1996.
Call 353-5800

is*.

FALCON VOU

FOR SALE

Part-Time $9mr.-Answer telephones. Flexible
hours/local area. No experience necessary.
Cain 609-474-4290 Ext. 172.

(located on the 2nd Moor of the

Tanning Special
1st 5 calls ONLY!
1 yr. unlimited tanning SiOO.
352-7689, call btwn. noon-Spm

WShi&ltStiU l/T CrtfTVOU A

Wanted111 Individuals. Student Organizations
to Promote SPRING BREAK. Earn MONEY
and FREE TRIPS. CALL INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS.
e
httpy/www.icpi com -1-800-327-6013

Come experience the fUTURE!

Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential & Caring.
354-4673 B.G. Pregnancy Center

352 - 9951

HEAD LIFEGUARD
Responsible, wel qualified head lileguard
needed at busy camp resort near Sea World of
Ohio for the summer. Also ntm<i lifeguards.
Salary commensurate with experience. No living accomodabons available. Send resume to:
Jelly* lone Camp Resort
3392 SR 82
Mantua, OH 44255
(near Sea World of Ohio)

Day Care in Perrysburg
2 part-time aids
phone #874-3580

Hit* Screens with
our XPI, package!

Gymnastics Instructor needed at the YMCA in
Fostoria to teach children agea 3 A over. Experience reccommended but not required. Class
ea would be 1 or 2 weekdays per week, between 3:00-6:00 PM. Salary negotiable. Fostoria is a 30 min. drive from BG. Contact B i
McAllister. 419-435-6608.

Custodian position available
Interested persons contact Pator Todd Jenks
al 352-5101 University Lutheran Chapel.

Watch any Ml.

5un5-2;3Pom

Thursday

Subleaser needed for Jan. 1996- Aug. 1996.
$l66Vmo. ♦ electric. Call 353-0094 for details.

Oh Lil' of mine you are so sweet
Tonight will be a special treat
When you will finally see
Who your Kappa Big will be1
I Love You Lil'!
Love, Big??

Howard's
clubH
I I
Mon- Sot I2 -2:30 om
■ ■

N Main

Female Subleaser need for Spring "96 Desperately i Non Smoker, great api. in Village Green!
$i50/mo. ♦ utilities. Dec. rent paid in full. Call
354-5009 alter 4pm anyoay!

Lil Sarah,
Lil and big, the best pair we'l be
Extraordinary pair, everyone will see
Soon you will know that your big is me
Love,
Your Big
■"•*•

I Kaplan halpa you focus
your taat prap studlaa and
your confidence, ao you can
flat a higher acora.

Female Subleaser to share
2 bdrm. apt. Own rm. Close to
campus. Call (419) 644-4111.

KKG ' Lil' Ko ey llo-kra- ' KKG

KKG ' KKG * KKG '
Dear Lil SchullerGet excited for tonight
BIG/LIL is out of sight
Just wait to see what pair well be
The best family in KKG

KKG'KKG* KKG
LIL* MICHELLE.
Can you wait?
If you cant don't hesitate,
to put together the dues I have chosen
With ony one purpose, to keep you supposin'
don't you fret, just wait and see.
the best B>g'Lir pair of KKG!
Kappa Kappa Kappa

Female Subleaser Needed! Close to campus
at Columbia Courts. $l65/mo. Great roommates. Call Mandy at 882-6402 or 353-4627.
leave message

KKG * Lil' Con Brown ' KKG
Tweedlie-Dum
Tweed: e Deo
Tonite will be such fun
Just you wait and see
Thru the Kappa halls you will run
To find out who your crazy
Kappa Big really will be.
I Love You Lirdel- Your Big??
KKG'KKG*KKG

KKG'KKG-KKG'KKG
LIL LAUREN.
It has been a long wait.
Do you know who I am?
I know you will be happy,
Justlikelamii!
LOVE. YOUR BIG
KKG * KKG * KKG' KKG

KKG* KKG* KKG'
Dear Lil Amy M.
Al my clues youll figure out tonight
Get ready-cuz its out of sight
A Kappa I always knew you'd be
because it's the Best at KKG

Female sublease needed lor Spnng 1996.
Rent $130 mo. Free heat, water, garbage,
sewer, and shuttle service Call 354-2161.

KKG'Lil Julie "KKG
Here's to you and here's to me
Big and Little we shall be.
Tonight's the night youll finally be
In my awesome family!
Love. Your Big?

KKG' KKG
lil Vicky- This week may ba tricky, but get
psyched to see our family tree) You'll be so
happy!
Love, Your Big
KKG' KKG

Kappa Kappa Gamma
For Little Beth Bonneau.
Get excited for tonight'
Love Your Big
KKO'KKO'KKQ

1 Female roommate needed immediately
Send resume to: 640 6th St. Apt. C
Bowling Green. OH 43402.

KKG "Lr Carrie S * KKG
Get psyched for tonight! I cant wait for you to
hndoutwholami
Love,
Your Big?'

Lil'Melissa

OPhIB LIL CARRIE HUDSON GPhIB
This week has been tun
But it has just begun
Concealed is my identity
You could guess all you want
And you would never guess me!
OPhIB LIL CARRIE HUDSON OPhIB

Wanted: STAR WARS
Desperately seeking Star Wars toys. Action
figures, and Ships! Cash Paid! No collection to
large or small! Caf) toll tree 1-600-281 -5637,
David.

KKG "LilCourtney N.* KKG
Get excited for tonight
YouVe got an awesome big alrightl
Here's a final due tor you,
My eyes aren't brown
Thay're really bluel
Love. Your Big?

to the (amily!
Search way up high & way down low
And remember that I love you so.
Love. Big??

sing skills. Strong, organizational. A communication skills Book Keeping backround. Bowling Green area. Send resume to: Comnei Inc.
1664 Wapakoneta, Ohio 45895 Attention
Randy.

WANTED 100 STUDENTS!
Lose 10-30 lbs • Next 90 Days. Guaranteed,
New Metabolism Breakthru, $32 MCA/ISA
FREE INF01-600-664-0473

Lil Sherry.

KKG - KATE D REG A L LA ' KKG
Day *4 is finely here!
For Tonight You Will Find
A Big Thai's One of a Kindl
LoveYal
KKG'KKG"KKG

FuH time derical position lor self-motivated
person. Requires spreadsheet & word proces-

WANTED 100 STUDENTS
Lose 10-30* lbs. Next 90 Days. New Metabolism Breakthrough Guaranteed. Dr. Recommended. $34.95 mc/visa. 24 hr free info
1 600-352-6446.

KKG*KKG"KKG
KG' Kappa Kappa Gamma * KKG
Precious LT Kelly ThompsonAbsence makes the heart grow fonder..
Love- Big??
KKG * Kappa Kappa Gamma * KKG

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. AH
materials provided. Send SASE lo P O Box
774. Olathe.KS 6605V

USG ' USG * USG ' USG
A USG Off-Campus Senate
Seat la Available
'Get involved
'Enhance Undergraduate
iivmg and learning
Applications are available at
14 College Park or
405 Student Services
Deadline Frl. Nov. 3 by 9:00PM
USG'USG'USG "USG

&
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Fall Coupon Clipper
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9
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3
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Papa John's
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Shoe Sensation
5
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7
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Fall Coupon Clipper
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1

12 oz. Frozen -•
Lrfmit Cocktail
• 0~

B 353 TACO

£>

=
!

\

= Taco Kit Delivered 1
| 0#*
^7AQ G^^s j

:

V*

umit 2

:

-

HUNGRY COMBO j

! rncE ORDER or CHURROS !

Super Nachos, Taco or bean
burrito..Loadedbum'lo,andal2o£.
frozen cocktail

!
\
■

:

j

;
I

*$ $5.99
Two Loaded Burritos.
Taco with sourcream.
and 12 oz frozen
cocktail

■ *#
$5.99
°
-

j

With any purchase over ■

i

:
i
I
j
:

•
-:

*6-00

n . J,<\ .i..
'■'-.'•••. •***.if- .

i
■

w!

Order before
s •, Five p;m. and
, ,.4-; ,i
get
'' •'» * 157. Off entire
Order
f"

61 ■ ■ f i

I.I

.-i. ... JI.- .ii.

!
j
;
j
;
;
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140 E.
Wooster

WITH

WITH

140 K. Wooster Rent One Video at regular
354-5283 price and get 2nd FREE!
expires 11/30/95

•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery Service
Free Pick-Up
Free Membership
Open Late
Late Night Special
Viaeo Club

wrw
140 t, Wooster

1

H**

expires 11/30/9S

Noi Valid With Other Otters
Excludes New Releases.
Serial No. BG705O

i J***1 "tS2lr Rent'oiie Video at "regular
t 354-5283 price and get 2nd FREE!
expires 11/30/95

Rent One Video at regular
price and get 2nd for 99e!
Not Valid With Other Otters
Excludes New Releases
Serial No BG7051

r

Not Valid With Other Otters
Excludes New Releases
Serial No. BG7O50

\

S

Rent One Video at regular
price and get 2nd for 99c!
expires 11/30/95

Not Valid With Other Offers.
Excludes New Releases. ^^_
Serial No BG7051
^H

SAVE UP TO $5 ON A PERSONALIZED CALENDAR '
Bring this ad into the Kinko's listed and save $ I on a designer calendar,
$2 on a yearly calendar or $5 on a monthly calendar. We cannot

reproduce copyrighted photos. One coupon per customer. Not
valid with other offers. Good through December 1,1995.

kinko's
Your branch office
Open 7 days a week.
Li'oc 115 Railroad Street, Bowling Green. 354-3977.

_j

.'«.'*»',;•*>*'.

.'•»«■»

Fall Coupon Clipper
it tftrf^/

You now can have Great Tacos
delivered to your door for
FREE... and much more!
Check our great money saving Minimum
coupons on the baclc
for

delivery

4«ff|t*

See Reverse Side for
Money Saving Coupons
at

Fall Coupon Clipper
V

12 inch Sub (Starter) |

i

Ham, Salami, Provolone
Toppings Included

&

352-4663
Hun.

12 inch Sub (Pacer) i
Ham A Swiae
Topping* Included

Turkey

I

exp. 11/22/95

II

exp. 11/22/95

CUSTOMCR RPPRCCITION DRV !

THE
TANNING
CENTER

FR€€ TflN
Tuesday, November 7th only: 1 Oam - 1 Opm
call for an appointment • No purchase necessary
The Wash House Location (Downtown)
248 N. Main 354-1559

Your Tanning Professionals
Since 1980

1

J 1

Wash House
M The
248 N. Main

II

354-1559

EajkM 12-31 »5

A purchase of 34.99
and above
All Yellow
Sales Tickets

352-9638
BG's Best Breadsticks!!
Motor*

Pagliai s Pizza South

352-7571

ir
II

II
11

expires Nov. 30th, 19951 I

I Large One Hem Pizza |
i «\Qt.ofPop $6.00 I

(by the smokestack)

i
|

Choice ol pan or thin
Extra items S1.25

1
|

| Campw Wlytytj
352-9638 j
| Pagliai't Pixza South 352-7571 |
f^
12/31/95
J
Free Delivery

s

I

I
i
i
I
(
«

E>p»t 12 31 95

off

Woodland Mall
352-1550

The Heat
Laundromat
904 E. Woosteri
993 S. Main 352-3588
.
353-8826

with the purchase of
Hot Dog, Fries and a drink.

\uani

senscmon

J

FMEE
TOTE)©

1/4 lb. Singk Hamburg-er ''

SHOC

exp. 11/22/95

10 VISITS FOR $20 !
II
OUR 3 LOCATIONS UNTIL
ii GOOD AT fiNV Of11/15/95
ii
South Side

W
II

1990,

Campus Pollyeyes

'
||

$3.50 $3.50 $3.50 j

1432 E. Wooster
OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY

■%/•

12 inch Sub
(Sprinter)

^ f

JO

J

off

;

A purchase of 59.99
and abx>ve
All Yellow
Sales Tickets

I
I
;
■

expires Nov. 30th,

1995

I 2 Full Orders off I f Any Two 7 Subset
J Breadsticks $5.00 8
$7.00
J
I I
"

Choice of 2 Sauces

I I

| Compuj Mlyiyii 352-9*38 | I Campus Wly.y.s 352-9638 |
| Pagiiai's Pizza South 352-7571 | | ragliai'i Pizza Sevth 352-75711

V*- —,—'— — — — — — J
Free Delivery

II
II
II

00 IIII

»

12/31/95

_^J

Free Delivery

67 ii$10. ii $9."
^„, ™

One Large III
JOIST Of
tKAQO
Two Item 11.___tCOPlP/MV
....

II

Two large 1 | MED. COMBO
3 Item,
One Item I1 I Med.
,,„,,„ Cheese
^.,„^ Bread,
„.„„,
i/fc Garlic,
' 1/2

ij^^z.11 (n° "ddiiion,) ) ^gSg^,je*-**«rj {£*£•?£•* _ 1" J

Fall Coupon Clipper

SL

See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons
at

352-4663

1432 E. Wooster

See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons

The
Tanning
Center

at

Your Tanning Professionals Since 1980

See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons
at
1025 N.Main Street
"WHERE QUALITY ORIGINATES"

See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons
at
SHO€ S6NSRTION
WOOD LAND MRU

See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons
i
at
M
«<**£»
352-9638 -4^5^
C Campus Polleyes

£>*
p

or

Pagliais Pizza South

POQKQPS

>>

352-7571

See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons
at

353-3080

FREE DELIVERY
1068 N. Main I
_

1

■-'■■-'

-'■'

'~

353-3080

'GKTOf
IIOKXD
fiZIA COMP/MY
■ i in

FREE DELIVER!
1068 N. Main

Fall Coupon Clipper
Collegiate
Connection
531 Ridge
352-8333
I

Mon-Thurs 10-8
Fri-Sat 10-5:30
Sun 12-5

of Mom and Dad
Sweatshirts ,|
Llimil one coupon par customer
exp. 11/21/95

jj

^
?u-Sweatshirt

II I
Jl

limit one coupon per customer
exp. 11/21/95

\r

200

w/this coupon

w/this coupon

Main

35g-8(i3<)

l^

^SUBWAV
524 E. Wooster
342-8500
828 S. Main
354-2608
1602 E. Wooster
(luldU Bam.v.)

w/this coupon
II

Exp. Nov. 30, 1995

FREE SUB
Buy any two subs and
get the third sub of equal
or lesser value FREE
Available

■■all
BQ
locations

eEEffliP

|
J

Money
Order

Free Check
Cashing

850

...Where Hit I'arlv Sl.uls

limit one coupon pat customer
exp. 11/21/95

\r

2 Liter of
Coke

SOUTH MDI

1 I
II

Greek Item

Available
at all
BG
locations

LO. coupon p..v O.-.-ar- 12/31/95
Not good wrihonyoAor offer

Exp. Nov. 30. 1995

\r
II $ l.OO

II

:*\r
OFF II FREE 6"

I I
I i

Any footlong sub or 504 off
any6"sub

| J
u «

I I

Availaol*

| II

H
*

B

I |
* I

Exp. Nov. 30, 1995

r GHM-9

local ons

AvWaUe

r

—r

SUB

Buy any 6" sub and large
drink and get a 6" sub of
equal or lesser value FREE
Avai lane
at all
BQ
locations

M
" *

locations

Ono coupon par ««i. Oftor*»p.r« 12/31/95.
No* good with an, olW oKV

J

I I
^J ■-

GEEE»

Available
at all
BQ
locations

Orwcowpon port**. CMwnirm 17/31/95
Not oood .,* or? o*ar offor

|
^#

354-3800

1091 N. Main
(I..M. ■-...?.) 352-5505
Woodland Mall

f$5.00 CWfif~99<
A party sub or party platter

♦SUBUJfiV*

Buy any footlorg sub and
'|
large drink at regular price and |
get one of egua[or lesser
i
Available
value for 994

($27.00 minimum order
Advance notice required)

352-7279

Available
at all
BG
locations
fc

GS3M9

AvaJable
•I all

BG
locations

Uo.toMponpw.rs.l (*-*»■>'•• iV/Jl/Vl
Nol ooeJ -i* o«y otior ohW

50*
OFF
FAJITA
Valid only with coupon
LNot
Not valid
valid with other Specials.
Expires 2/1/96

*

I

Expires 2/1/96

Buy one Breakfast sandwich
and get one of equal or lesser
AJIBG

I

locations
except lo<

value FREE
^—■■^■■■(■^^
MIM'IftWJ

A1BG

locations
c.cept lor

II
l[
J

l^

UMHHI (W-ri
Ottoroopiroi IJ/31/vS
I7/J1/W
OMcaaaaaaw
«•*. 0««~™.
No. good wi* o«y ofW
lilt oH*
iln

Chicken I
j [Breast & Chip j

ii

I * w/purchase of
$3.29 j
I ■ Single Wing Order I !in Combo
Valid only with coupon.
i«

I ||
■■
II

bw-3

»

at all
BG
80
locations
locations
Ono coupon par
MrMOW
O«o
wiil. Offor •*>'« 17/31/95
Not jocd -,* o"y oAor ofV

^f
"Free
u w Reg. Chip

jl/41b. Weckburgerj ]
■ w/purchase of ..
176 E. Wooster j Chips & Chips j [
Valid only with coupon.
_
353-BWWW
I Not valid with other Specials. I I
T.M,-, ■.•,','-•,■

FREE Breakfast
Sandwich

SUB J

J 1

Valid only with coupon.
with olher
other Specials.
Not valid with
Expires 2/1/96

80
WINGS
for $17.50
Valid only with coupon.
Not valid with other Specials
Expires 2/1/96

»'
■■
II

Not valid with other Specials.
FmnirM 9 /1 /Qfi
Expires 2/1/96

-\r
n

5

r

ln

It
I

\i

s l FREE WINGS I
[ j w/purchase of
J Single Wing Order |

I ■
| |
j «

Valid only with coupon.
Not valid with other Specials.
Expires 2/1/96

'
|
j

~«

8

/■ ■;;■■■■]:■■].'

Fall Coupon Clipper

8

^_
'

•■.-

:

/•

See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons
at

531 Ridge

Collegiate
Connection

352-8333

See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons

3

SOUTH SIDE 6
737 S. Main

...WHERE THE PARTY STARTS
..

352-8(i:*9
—

See Reverse Side for Money Saving Coupons
from

524 E. Wooster
342-8500

1602 E. Wooster

828 S. Main
354-2608

1091 N. Main
timid, tanwyi) 352-5505

(l..id. Bam.y.) 354-2800

Woodland Mall

352-7279

|

1 I

See Reverse Side for
Money Saving Coupons
®
at

hw-3
176 E. Wooster
353-BWWW
v

Fall Coupon Clipper
111 11 1 111 1 11

[Extra Set Of
i Prints For $1

For3x5
PRINTS

VaM On AN In Ub 1Hr. I

II

\ "fej^Open Mon-Frl 9-8 j ~
Sal. 9-5 Sun. 12-5 ■

J
I

;

;$3,$2,$IOFF^%*
I Film Developing

"T^ I

Profiling

^>
1 | Oood on 110, 126, 35mm, »nd die film 9C-41 proem).
u ■ Oil $3 oil on 30 a>p.. $2 oN on 24 eip.. or SI oR on 12/IS alp.
Thla coupon must accompany ordar.TMs coupon nMvaManh
| I any other oiler. Ona roll par coupon.

I G«lih«iMondi*io(|Mllilor$lwtMnlhilIriiiMl>
IdmbfMd and printed M Blue Ribbon Photo Sloe*. Oood on
I 10.126,35mm, end disc Mm (C-41 procen). Coupon MUM
| accompany order. Thl» coupon not void wfih «ny other orler.
_ Ona to! par coupon.
^ BGN
Coupon Expire* 11/14/95

|
g
I
1

VVelld on All In Lab IHr. Procenlnfl.

I

BGN

Coupon Expire* 11 /14/95

J

H( "" c6l0t7REPR?NT"sPEciAi7 "^ (&& Bi^ShorColoVPrints^[t
II

OCA

250
" ONE HOUR PROCESSESING "
AND MUCH MORE
iSAVE
Z =BLUE RIBBON PHOTOS . ■SAVE
157 N. Main
|SAVE
353-4244
(across from Uptown)
I

Mill 1 1.1 II II t

c*r«u iUP
in m
nn« W'M
i ir
EACH
TO 400
VALUE

II

y«jN

J

«2

„f 24

826 S. Main St. (Next to Big Lob)

353-7272

36

_

OMiponExpjr** ''1*4186

I
I
I
I

One
Large
One Topping
or
Two
Large
One Topping

pAPAJOBirs

_

EXP.599

EXP.B"
EXP.11*>
Saa us lor available processing Urn.. Oood on 35mm
C-41 procast 4i6 color prints only. COUPON MUST
ACCOMPANY ORDE n.Thii coupon not vatd wMh
any other ollar. 1 rol par coupon.*«6 print not
avallabl* In ihr.BG stora only.
Sam* day service.
Coupon Expire*)
11/1
m K BGN
Expto**)ii/14/95^

Wa'lt maka beaulilul color reprints (rom your
negatives, minimum qty. (5) prints per order. No
Limit. Not valid with any other oHer.From Color
C41 Process negatives only. Coupon must
accompany order.
STD. PRINTING 3V,X5 ■
SIZE ONLY
|

Tape Tees for Tea
Two Small
Two Toppings

10

00
14)

I M*Mese**js>NaleallMJaae/eaitolw. <»M«»aie«**aa1a|ls*xle».0saae*s^a|e| I r»im»ae«i». >M<*M*M«a»*Mf«>», lraM«*»aiaMMWMiMM»*i. c»
Q^ele|**ee^sellsae. IMiiiiWicHWyw

Hours: Sun-Wed Open until 1am
Thurs-Sat Open until 3am
Open everyday at 11am

f

9

One lorge

One Topping

Odd A Second
lorge Two Toppings

Carryoul Only

Bring in this coupon and we will
clean and adjust your glasses

352-3776
1120 S. Main St.
Mon. - Sat. 7 a.m.- Midnight
Sun. 8 a.m.-10 p.m.

r-Mtt!
FREE!

r"WAL^MART"
I
I
i
i
I

v

1-hr Photo Center
Bring in this coupon
and we will give you
DOUBLE PRINTS
for the "Price" of
SINGLE PRINTS

*

5

LWwM*,* r*K -Ml -*i *>y atw. oh* vwd on*, apwidpa^

M Im'ammwu. MOW* mpngi *«•.

VISION CENTER

I

%m **

II I IHlIm
CvHomarparl

WAL MART

ALWAYS THE LOW PRICE

p*ri«lappheab«MM«LA< AOMnr^Ktrxgawira.

Corryovt Special

■ a*a**M*aj*. re*wMMi myoHmaHm. *Mlaay*iaa*abeMj

WAL MART

ft

One Lor g e
with the Works

$«ii
Remember Beat me Clock
Now Mon a Tues
'Ranch Dressing now available lor BreadstJcks

J

II
II
II
II
II

FREE PRESCRIPTION
■ »V

WBMtell nwMn

*5JOO

1 Sre-.rs.i2i.-

■HMHH

II
JV

ummmmmmmmmmma

i

n

FREE Small Popcorn

I
I
I
I
I
I

ii
ii
II
II
II

• •>« • •*> ■» ^ W f .W .T -

with Drink Purchase

FREE 32oz Sport Bottle
with purchase of
2 chicken sandwiches
(must bring in coupon)

Fall Coupon Clipper

10
-

10

■i H

■ f

■"■■■

See Reverse Side for
Money Saving Coupons

at

5 BLUE RIBBON PHOTO
Bowling Green's ONLY FULL -LINE PHOTO STORE!!

353-4244

157 N. Main, BG
See Reverse Side for
Money Saving Coupons

Hours:
Sun-Wed Open until lom
Thurs-Sat Open until 3am
Open everyday at 11 am

pAPAJOHKs

.MasterCard!

•^t^^^

+«$&

at

.^^^^^^.

"VISA .

cV

353-PltPA

*UL)e nouj hove flonch
Dressing Available

826 S. Main St. (Next to BigLots)

■

A

See Reverse Side for
Money Saving Coupons
1120 S. Main St.
Mon. - Sat. 7 a.m.- Midnight
Sun. 8 a.m. -10 p.m.

WAL-MART
ALWAYS THE LOW PRICE

352-3776
:y/ i
OS

I

mi>'-;<■?, »i'.iwiftW,,J»i.f<f

Fall Coupon Clipper

11
w

xr

20% OFF

Packages plus...
Cards and Giftsand more

20% OFF

Cherished Teddies

111 Railroad St.
Bowling Green, OH

352-1693

Picture Frames

lus...

Cards and""Gifts1

11

more

Cards and"Glfts^nd more

Exp. 11/11/95

J I
jy.

Exp. 11/11/95

l\t

FREE MOVIE II•II> FREE MOVIE

Trw
Video Spectrum

RENT ONE GET ONE FREE

119 1. Washington St.
Close to Campus

Free Movie Must be of Equal or Lesser Value. Good
for Movies or Games Valid SUN. thru THURS.
Expires NOV. 16,1995

Open Till 18:00P.M.
Daily
358-4171

Video Spectrum

1111.«tad|biaujo«S^
Hod^y

HOCKEY EQUIPMENT BLOWOUT

Up. i2/i«/»s\

Limit 1 per

w*s» coupon-ii-iip«-pinoi.

GUARDS

HOCKEY ACCESSORIES
• GarKf Baits • ASik.sc Supports • Shin Guard* •
Neck Protsclors - Blade Protect** •
Taps • Mourn Guards * Moral
W Alto Km A tanj* SttoOon O'

SKATE SHAMMNG

Qiialitii Sicins c' Collectibles

GEAR'HARTOY
166 S. Main St., Bowling l

FALCON HOUSE

99C

SPORTING GOODS
"Vour Hockey Headquarters
In Bowling Green'

With Ih.. coupon Uniil 1 pt.px.on

PH. 352-3610
123 S. Main, Downtown BG
Open Mon.-Fri. 10-8;
Sat. 10-5:30; Sun. 12-4

Regular Priced Merchandise
Scnool jackets & lettering excluded
w**i #*i coupon

Elf). IJ/16/95

^noRaf^***
^ZU.UO
II
exp 11/17/95

w/toupon

J|

1 - 9" Pizza
w/1 item &

^r.Budweiser
n Fr

I1

$4.25
*""

«*\e<s

,

T*s°
CP0"*
H°°S

fcW

'Bud, Budsght.
Budsght,
"Bud,
Red Dog, Natural light
axp. 12-30-95

^rawmbar-. an wash Vans,
Pickup Trucks and 4>4'• lor $1
I axtra at aott cloih locations.
ZOtf.rnolBoodlncon)unctlon

I Unosrbooy
■ Power Dry

:

:

IcLZoVnciKtM

expH/17/95

w
$10-95
w/coupon

J|

Regular$14.00

expn/i7/9sl

II 1 Sub Regular n
II Price, Second n
n Any large Pizza
II
with one Item
1/2 Price
n
II
or more.
||
„,
||
^.tets
tets
iers
II
II
■■ei<Stf
" B«*SS
,

p0
I I
P°°cB
I I
efl
I ^ H°0^ ^exp^O-gS^ ^ __ J \^ H*>^ ^XDjo^O-g^ ^ ^

Redeem This Coupon For Car Wash Savings

Sparkling Savings

I wtth gaaoHna purchase dkteourrt
I or any olrwr dtaoount ottar.
R.production, or lac<lmll.> aril
iiwtrw accepted.

•nee****:
PjFoamaan

Beer

!!
D
Banner
II

$1.00 off

1-16oz Draft*

1670 E. Wooster • 352-9164

»

1

°9 "
Frog Metal It^tSTTllS*^ 0" 11
Sign
M^4l¥ilfc> Any 11 Inflatables

Beer Related Adverlising

Deer-12 packs
(at state min.)

Wdeo Spectrum

m
\r-^-"Budweiser 11 W^H

T

j

lltl.WasMmtoii St
!vT2/l6/95

W"* Mi coupon- U mil I om pnm

USED SKATES

O top in
for Coffee,
Fresh Do nuts,
Pop & Snacks

II

20% OFF

Regular
f\f\ J,
Overnight WW C
Sharpening * *

USED EQUIPMENT
HWWtaj a aV Jrrtcion or

135 N. Main 353-6912
Home of the 36oz Mug

fMn°n

Eap. 12/16/95

II

RENT ONE GET ONE FREE

Free Movie Must be of Equal or Lesser Value. Good \
for Movies or Games Valid SUN. thru THURS.
|
Expires NOV. 16,1995
»

J L^

HOCKEY
TAPE

»99<

ComptaM Lin. ol Hockey Pro»c«v» Equipment Sfcte. Skates • Accessories

II

wm\
MM
Exp. Nov. 30,1995

$1 Off
(ULTIMATE)
^V

V™™~ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^_ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^.^ ^^ .^^ ^9^^H etfa«M esTaW

Regular
$4
(MtiOat
PurchaM)

Good Only At 1670 E. Wooster'^^

IB^B

a^H eeM P^atTaTa* ^^m ^M ^M ^M ^M a^M ^M ^tt .^^

■

'
I
J

Fall Coupon Cliyyer

12

12

See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons
at

Packages plus

Cards and Gifts and more
mc
111 RAILROAD
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
352-1693

.

The Video Spectrum

WE'VE
GOT THE MOVIES
Not All Video Stores are the same. We have Movies the other Video Stores don't.
Stop in and see for Yourself
BG's Largest - 18,000 MOVIES - 112 E. Washington St.

OPEN
Mon-Fri 10-8
Sat 10-5:30
Sun 12-4

See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons
BSD
at
SWPWOOO gmfe

FALCON HOUSE

352-3610
123 S. MAIN, Downtown BG

vie us» sum GK3CT

spmrriNr, GOODS
riorins
SPORTING
r- B8

"YOUR HOCKEY HEADQUARTERS"

«»•»•«•

See Reverse Side for Money-Saving Coupons
at

QuaCity Steins & CotCecti6Ces
419-353-MUGS (6847)

166 S. Main St., Bowling Green

Hours: Monday-Thursday 3:30-8:00pm
Friday & Saturday by chance (call first)

Brewsters Pour House
Home of the 36oz Mug
135 N. Main

16 Drafts on Tap

See Reverse Side\
for Money-Saving
Coupons

353-6912

